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MYSTERY ABOUT MURDER OF THE

IN THE GERMAN

FORGOTTEN BY

MURDER OF

ELECTIONS

DELEGATE

DOCTOR

s

E

AGAIN

Emperor William Forty-EigYears Old Today, and
Event Celebrated.

Some Important Legislation
Is Being Urged by
Mr. Andrews.

Under Very Suspicious Con- - Cotton Factory Burned and
'
Hons New York PhysiBodies of Six Cremated
Boys Found.
cian Killed.

FRENCH FISHERMEN LEAVE '

NEXT WEEK WILL SEE

ONLY WIFE WAS WITNESS

ht

NEW FOUNDLAND

FISHING

FIGHT

ON HITCHCOCK

Italian Emigration Has Become Secretary Will Be Arraigned
Alarming to Their Home
Two Senators For II
legal Action.
Government.
The rebuff of the
Berlin, Jan.
socialist in yesterday's election has
While the
everybody.
astonished
general result of the election had
been considered in doubt, nearly everybody believed that no matter how
the other parties fared, the socialists
would Rain. The extent of their defeat is now the only question. The
prediction is made that their claim
of 3,000,000 supporters will be cut in
half. Most of the former supporters
of socialism who failed to support
their ticket, are supposed to hve
voted with the radicals.
Result of Election.
The results of the relchstag election
have been officially declared in 861
out of 397 districts. The socialists
lost seventeen seats and gained one.
The counter party lost two and gain-on- e.
The two conservative parties
lost three and gained four. The moderates lost one and gained three. The
national liberals lost six and gained
ten. The agrarians lost four and
gained three. In 361 districts only
209 members were elected, a second
ballot being necessary' lh 152 districts. The socialists, who had twenty-one
Saxon disout of twenty-thre- e
tricts, have been victorbus In only
seven districts.
26.

.

9

ARE YOU THE MAN ON THE LOG?

Th Evening Cltlxen, In Advawoe, 9o per ymrw
month.
Delivered by CirHtw, CO ente

i.ERMAN EMI'KltOirS FORTY- KIGIIT ANNIVERSARY.
Berlin, Jan. 26. Today is the
forty-eiganniversary of the birth
of Kmperor William, and the event
is being celebrated throughout the
In this city the
German empire.
Bourse and all shops are closed and
tile streets decorated with flags and
Crowded with, people. There was a
i great
gathering of royalties lnclud- , lng
King George of Saxony, King
Leopold of Belgium, and twenty
of
orlnces, the aggregate number
troops being 600,000, and at noon a
guns was fired
salute of thirty-thre- e
at every military station. Twenty
thousand thlnksglvlng services were
held in the morning.
ht

Washington, Jan. 26. In honor of
the German emperor's birthday the
German ambassador today entertain
ed three hundred guests at luncheon
FRENCH FISHERIES HAVE
BEEN' ABANDONED.
St. Johns. N. F., Jan. 26. Owing
to the great scarcity of cod fish off
the Island of St. Tlerre the French
f eet has abandoned the fishery, and
over 1,000 persons have Immigrated
to the United States. There are now
empty sheds, stores, shops, and
houses all about the town of St.
Pierre and Mlquelon In various stages
of disrepair and decay, while the
remaining merchants are trying to
dispose of their goods to follow the
Everything in the way
immigrants.
of merchandise has to be imported
as the islands produce nothing, be
ing used entirely for the fish industry. The cod export, which in 1898
was more than $3,000,000, dropped
last year to more than half that
sum. On an average there are 100
days of fog in these islands. The
British fishery on the other islands,
however, is thriving and the fUrts
getting larger each year.
ITALY BECOMING REIN
ED BY IMMIGRATION.
Home. Jan. 26. In the chamber
of deputies today Signer Valerl call
ed attention to the vast tracts of
land In southern Italy, which were
becoming desolated owing to the
want of cultivation. This he ascribed'
10 the enormous immigration of the
peasants every year to North and
He quoted figures
South America.
to show that from the southern
provinces the number of immigrants
averaged 82,000 in the years 1894
18'Jti, while last year no less than
4 4,000 left
the provinces. Those
whu remained he said, were dispirited as to the Industries had dwindled
down to nothing. He warned the
government to Immediately hold out
inducements to keep the population
i.t home, otherwise the safety of
Italy would be seriously threatened.
THAW MURDER TRIAL
CONTINUED UNTIL MONDAY,
New York, Jan. 26. The Thaw
a.--e
was continued last night until
Monday.
Rumors of differences be
tween Mrs. Harry K. Thaw on the one
ido and Mrs. William Thaw and
the Countess of Yarmouth, mother
and sister, respectively, of the prls
oner, on the other, continue to be cir.
culated today, despite the denial by
Thaw's counsel that such differences
existed. The differences alleged arls
from the presence of Miss Mackenzie
a former chorus girl, who Invariably
:o?cmopanles Mrs. Harry K. Thaw and
its with her during the sessions of
the court.
--

t'RI.IAMENT OF SPAIN

SUSPENBEI) BY KING
Madrid, Jan. 26. The king issued
:. decree suspending the sessions of
as evident Senor Maura
I 'Uiiiaoent,
in the
l an not command majority
The clericals and reacchambers.
tionists are' Jubilant. The power will
five them great advantage at polls.

OF UNEXPLAINED

by

Special to The Evening Citiien.
26.
D. C,
Washington,
Jan.
Delegate Andrews has introduced a
bill to increase the pension of Cynthia
N. Lane, widow of a former Albu
querque policeman, to $24 per month.
Of Annie J. Jones to $30; and Joseph
M. Chase of
Socorro, captain of
company F, Illinois cavalry, to $80.
Delegate Andrews has also introduced a bill to quiet title to lands In
the Jicarilla Indian reservation, and
to dispose of the merchantable timber held by those Indians. This bill
has been passed by the house.
Senator Carter on Tuesday will address the senate on the alleged Illegal acts of Secretary Hitchcock in
establishing forest reserves and withholding land patents. Senator. Hey-burwho will also speak, says that
Hitchcock stopped C3.000 land entries and 8,000 patents awaiting delivery.

DovrT N. H..
New York, Jan. 26. Dr. Charles
W. Townsend, one of the best known of Mte extensive

n,

TARIFF REVISION
COMING

Chicago, Jan.
Record-Heral-

18

TO THE FRONT
A special to the
Washington,
from

26.

d

says:

A new effort was started yesterday
to bring about a caucus of the republican members of the house to
consider the propriety of an extra
session of the new congress to deal
with the question of tariff revision,
Representatives Cooper of Wisconsin
and Steenerson of Minnesota have
for the
been circulating petitions
caucus and disclosed a strong tariff
from
revision sentiment
the middle
west. The signatures of only fifty republican congressmen are necessary
to call a caucus, but such progress
has been made that revisionists have
taken a spurt of real enthusiasm. The
stand patters will fight and declare
they can defeat the revisionists In the
caucus if a caucus shall be called.

"sconrs"
GOLD

mysterious
MINE

LOCATED

A Sun Bernardino dispatch
says:
The mysterious gold mine of Walter
Scott, the Death Valley miner, for
which hundreds of miners searched
in vain, has been located. This was
possible only when "Scotty," through
his partner, A. M. Johnson, filed a
location notice recently, although he
has worked the mine for two years
and a half.
The mine Is a placer property, in
an Isolated district, and its locatloir
shows the shrewdeness of "Scotty,"
for while he had claims on the east
side of Death Valley, In the Funeral
range of mountains, his real source
of wealth was on the west side, in the
Punamint range. The "Sheephead"
for that is the name of the mine
has been carefully located, not merely by the usual signs of the desert
prospector, but by careful surveys,
which name Its exact location by de
grees and minutes.

Submitted to the Legislators From Bernalillo County.
The artist lias drawn his picture no well the cartoon present Its Itfmon so vividly that mere words ran
add but little to tlie weight of the pen scratches.
The only thing wo could potwibly do might lie to bring tlie lesson a little CLOSER HOME to YOU.
And,
after all, the oidy ambition the artist had was to interest YOU. If the cartoon docs not make you compare
your own individual case with the picture, then it is failure.
- To come to" the point, we ask you:
COULD THE ARTIST
"IS THAT YOU ON THE
I.Ki?
HAVE HAD VOVH PARTICULAR CASE IN MIND AS HIS INSPIRATION FOR THE PICTURE?"
Now that the matter has been called to your attention,
you can remember that somewliere buck
In the past alas, perhaps even now you are occupying tlio same position as the hunter?
If you can realise the various Instances when you sat on the log when opportunity was right back of you.
only waiting for you to tako advantage of it THBJf CO.Wil1 'TULATK YOURSELF,
'Hie next time you will
' '
'
tko advantage of the other mistakes.
It shows character of a high plane to say "I made a bad mistake there." It Is those of us who blame our
failures to hard luck Insead of miw'ttkcg who never amount to anything.
HARD LUCK STORIES ARE WEAK MEN'S ARGUMENTS!
1HJSITIVELY, LUCK IS A MYTH AND A
SNARE. The picture shows that. The hunter is blaming luck. You ran see for yourself that It is not luck at
all that Is at fault. IT IS HIS FOOLISHNESS IN SITTING ON THE IjOG WHEN THE GAME IS AT HAND!
"Yes, but in real life there are no more opportunities like that left," the weak man will say.
It Is true, Mr. Weak Man, there are not enough opiHirtunltics left to go around among all of us, but there
are plenty to go around among those of us who will hunt Instead of sit on logs. Wo know when we write this
that but a small percentage of persons will arise and look around for the oMrt unities, hut we also know there
ulll lie enough opiiortunlties to
each one of the pcrceiituge that docs look.
TAKE UP YOUR GUN!
LEAVE THE LOU FOR. THE MAN WHO IS EASILY DISCOURAGED.
IN THE EVENING OF LI FE HIS GAME BAG WILL BE EM 1TV OF SUCCESS, AND HE WILL FALL
ASLEEP. UNSATISFIED. LIKE ALL LUCKLESS HUNTERS.
BUT YOU WILL WEI.COME SLUMBER LIKE THE TIRED HUNTER WHO COMES IN STAGGEHI NG
UNDER Till'. WEIGHT OF BAGGED GAME.

ADE'S

GEORGE
DIED

MOTHER NATURE MAKES

TODAY

IN

MAN

IN RAILROAD

IN

CASES

Heart Failure Was the Cause. Ohio River Is Seeking Its Nor- Indicted Companies Must Be
mal Condition by Loss
Tried In April Term
One of Orient's Most
of Water.
of Court.
Dreaded Diseases

la-s-

ri

Mc-Ke- e,

FEEBLE

SPORT

THE WEATHER

CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP
HAS APPEARED AT
OF UNITED STATES.
New York, Jan. 26. The first game
CHEYENNE. WYOMING
for the chess championship
of the
world, and $1,000 side bet. between
Kentluiid, Ind , Jan. 6. Mrs. John
Dr. Lemuel
Lasker,
the world's
champion, and Frank J. Marshall Ade, mother of George Ade, the
commenced at twelve o'clock today. writer, tiled today of heart failure.
They will devote two weeks to the
games and will play in Philadelphia, VIRULENT DISEASE OF
THE ORIENT COMES WEST.
Boston and other big cities.
Cheyenne, Jan. 26. The first case
of the rare oriental disease of beriSCOTCH MUSIC AND RYE
beri ever known In the west. Is now
being treated at the Union Pacific
hospital here. M. Matuokl, a JapGALORE LAST NIGHT anese section hand on the Union Pacific, Is the victim.
Other Japanese
with whom Matuokl had been closely
The Ellis orchestra was kept busy associated are closely watched fur
night, furnishing music at three fear that the disease may spread.
t
functions, namely four
different
is a disease peculiat
The berl-beplayed at the skating rink, five at the
Casino for the basket ball game and to India and Japan, characterised bj
dance, and a concert orchestra of paralysis and fatal effusion of blood.
Spetwelve at the Burns banquet.
cial Scottch music, which Mr. Ellis
telegraphed for and received in time BIG THING STARTED
for rehearsal, was played at the banquet; In fact, everything Scotch a.'
FOR THE CUKE CITY
played, from "Annie Laurie"
and
"Coming Thro' the Rye" (plenty of
Scotcth rye) to the "Cock of the
North." The Scotch Jigs in "Guy BOOSTER CLUB WILL TAKE UP
Mannering" were encored many times.
QUESTION OF ALBUQUERQUE'S
The Scotch music met with supreme
IX'TI IIE PROGRESS.
nothing
delight,
satisfaction and
but
to the appreciation which greeted the
d
playing of the
BuhAt the close of the Burns banquet
ner." The orchestra Is composed of lust night the question was sprung of
members of the American Lumber a Boosters' club.
The organization
company band, and in the toast of was mude with R. W. Hadden, who
sprang the question, and u committee
"Albuquerque, etc.," by Mayor
he struck a keynote of approval composed of Messrs. Maynard Gun-su- l,
when he referred to the band as one
Frank McKee, J. C. Baldridge,
of Albuquerque's greatest prides and Colonel llorradalle, J. X. Cottln, J. B.
an organization which Is bound to be Herndon and Dr. J. W. Elder.
the best in New Mexico, or the southAll Albuquerqueans
realize
that
west.
only activity is needed to make AlbuWeather permitting, the band will querque the leading city of the southgive a free open air concert tonight west, and ft is the evident intention or
at 7:30 o'clock at the corner of Rail- this club to achieve this desired obroad avenue
and Second street. ject . But all the people of the Duke
Everybody Invited to come out and City, each within his own ability,
must aid the club.
hear some good music.
"Star-Spangle-

OF

DOLLARS LOST TO OWNERS

DEATH

Last of Noted Field Brothers Has Runaway Stage Coach Injures Ten
PassengersBcf'Non of
Passed From Earth to
ThejHT Seriously.
Beyond.
Great

IIP

5

MORE THAN HALF MILLIQM

COLDEST WEATHER KNOWN
IN WISCONSIN RECENTLY

OIL BURNING

ENGINES

WILL BE LARGELY
Minneapolis, Jan.

Louisville, Ky., Jan. 26. The Ohio
river continues to recede, fulling
hours. A
three feet in twenty-fou- r
cold wave arrived and the temperature registered five degrees above-zero- .
Considerable suffering Is reported In the Hooded districts.

26.

A

USED
decision

was tiled in the United S'tates district
court in Minneapolis today, overruling the demurrers to Indictments in
the rebate cases brought by the gov-

ernment against the Omaha, Great
Xorthern, Wisconsin Central, and
Minneapolis and St. Louis railroads.
Cases will go to trial during the April
term of court.

Ixmer Stage at Cincinnati.
Cincinnati, Jan. 26 The river subsided nearly four feet during the past
twenty-fou- r
The freight em- Til E NORTH WESTE I ( N
hours.
bargo has been lifted by the railroads,
TO A DOIT OIL BUHNERS.
which will put all passenger trafllc in
Lander, Wyo., Jan. 26. The Northservice within a few hours.
western railroad has concluded experiments which have been carried
CENTRAL KENTUCKY
for the past three months with oil
EXPERIENCES SNOWSTORM. on
burning locomotives on its western
26.
Lexington, Jan.
Eight inches division, and orders have been Issued
of snow fell In central and eastern to prepare all its locomotives in Wynight.
Kentucky last
All railroad oming for the use of oil for fuel intrafllc is tied. Much suffering is oc- stead of coal.
Orders have been
stock.
casioned to live
given to bore a number of oil wells
y
upon the
of the NorthTen Below at Madison. Wis.
western near Casper, so that the roud
Madison, Wis., Jan. 26. The gov- may
Its own fuel Instead of
ernment thermometer registered ten buyinghave
It.
It has been found that
degrees below zero today. It Is the 1,600 gallons
of oil will do the work
coldest in two years.
of 24,000 pounds of coal.
TO BREAK CYCLING
RECORD AT DAYTON. FORMER CHAIRMAN SPEAKS
OF SANITARY CONDITIONS
Dayton, Fla., Jan. 26. Walthour,
Chicago, Jan. 26. Theodore P.
the world's champion cyclist. Is here,
ready to make an effort to break the Shouts, whose resignation as chairrecord held by Charles Murphy, who man of the Isthmian canal commisseconds behind sion was announced last Wednesday,
rode a mile in S7
a train. Walthour expects to cover arrived here last night. From a
the mile in less than CO seconds. sanitary standpoint, Panama is Just
His pacing machine will be a 100 as good as any pluce in the United
horse power electric motor, with a States," said Shonts. "People who
hood which will keep the wind off feared yellow fever on the isthmus
the pace follower. All arrangements need not worry any longer. I would
are made at Florida Beach for the feel Just as safe about going to Parare and thousands of persons are nama as to Texas. I am a convert to
present to witness Walthour's efforts the theory that mosquitoes have been
to smash a world's record. His fol- - responsible for the spread of yellow
Inu-pr- t
lM.iivf. hp nill Succeed iti his fever.
But sanitary authorities have
attempt for he is now riding faster coped with the situation successfully
and now there is nothing to fear."
than at any time in his career.
right-of-wa-

'

'

'

j

physicians and surgeons on Staten Is
land, was shot and probably mortal
ly wounded at his home. New Brtgh
ton, S. I.; earl ytoday.
The cane is surrounded with mystery, but It Is believed that Doctor
Townsend was the victim of a man
who sought revenge for a real or
fancied wrong.
That it was not a
burglar appears borne out by the fact
that nothing was taken from the
house, and by the stories told by the
neighbors.
The coroner declines to mako
known any Information obtained from
the doctor or from the wife of the
deceased. They declare that to do
o would tend to defeat the ends of
Justice.
Dr. Townsend and wife were awak
ened about 4 o'clock by a slight noise,
and a moment later were startled by
the flash of a match revealing a man
holding a revolver.
Seeing the In
truder Townsend attempted to arise,
but before he could do so the assassin
fired three shots at him, two of which
took effect.
The assassin then fled.
When Mrs. Townsend tried to call as
slstance she found two telephone
wires cut, but the third evidently had
been overlooked.

Jan. IS. Mill No-- t
plant of the Cochee

Manufacturing company, manufacturers of cotton goods, burned today,
causing a financial loss estimated between f 500,000 and $600,000 and possibly a loss of life. The fire, the origin of which Is unknown, broke oat
after 600 operatives began work and
spread rapidly. Several workmen
and women jumped from the windows sustaining Injuries. Others were
taken from windows In the upper
stories. Persons thus rescued reported that some had been overcome by
smoke In the burning building and
began search,
firemen immediately
which was without result, until the
flames drove them outside of the
walls. Meanwhile officials of the
mill are trying to locate all em-

ployes.
Six bodies have been found In

the

ruins of Cocheco mill. They were
those of boys employed In the mule
room.
"

TEN PEOPLE HURT IN
RUNAWAY STAGE COACH
Thermopolls. Wyo., Jan.
Tea
passengers were Injured Thursday
upon a mountain road south of this
city, when four horses attached fo a
stage coach ran away down the
mountain side, turned over the coach,
and dragged It a considerable disLAST OF FOUR FAMOUS
tance. None will. die although thre
" BROTHERS PASSES AWAY are
seriously Injured.' The coach was
Plttsfleld, Mass., Jan. 26. Rev on the Shoshonl Thermopolls
line.
Henry N. Field, the last of the fa
mous Feld' brothers Cyrus, Stephen
St. Iiouls Wool Market. .
and David Dudleydied In Stock
St. Louis, Jan. 26
Wool
Market
bridge this morning.
'
steady, unchanged.

t.

1

OPENING

SHOTS CROOKED

AS

TIRED IN BIG

DOG'S HIND

TAXCASE

LEG

A

Supreme Court Sustains Ray A Fake Nevada Mine Brokermond's Demurer In Part.
age Firm and Us
Territory Precluded.
Operator.
E. L. Medler, assistant
United
States attorney, who has been in Santa Fe the past week, engaged in
business before the supreme court
the early part of the week, returned
to the city last evening..
While he was in Santa Fe Mr. Medler appeared for the territory in the
case of the territory for the use of
Dona Ana county, vs. Xumu
brought to recover back taxes
aggregating $167,000. The case was
partlully heard upon a demurrer of
the territory to a part of the answer
of the defendant, wherein the defendant claimed that for two of the yeurs
In which It Is sought to recover taxes,
that is 1884 and 1885. the plaintiff
was precluded from recovering by
virtue of prescription of twenty years.
Upon the argument, Mr. Catron, attorney for the defendant, changed his
answer to the efTect that the territory
wis precluded from recovering foe
those years by virtue of the presumption of payment, by reason of the
d
lapse of twenty years. The court
the demurrer of the plaintiff
to this part of the answer, holding
that this presumption is a matter of
evidence to be rebuted upon the trial.
The trial of this cause, which will
he awaited with considerable interest
by many people In the territory, will
be had before Judge Parker during
the latter part of the next month.
In Las Cruces, u jury having been
waived.
The principal question involved is whether
persons"
owning
mortgages and indebtedness
represented by notes and other securities
van be taxed upon the same for hack
years when they fall to return them
for taxation.
Rey-mon-

d,

sus-tain-

Severul months ago the newspapers

of the southwest and also some of
the big eastern dailies published full
puge advertisements of Mackey, Monroe & Co., mine brokej-- and dealers,
supposed to be doing business lit Ton-opa- h,
s

Nevada. This firm of fakirs
Instructed the newspapers, accepting-thei- r
advertisement, to send marked
copies containing same, with their
bills, promptly when payment would
be made, but as far as this office has
been able to learn these fakirs have
paid no bills. They have even ignored
drafts drawn on them, and pny no
attention whatever to letters or Mils
sent to them.
Here is what I.. C. Bronson. editor
and proprietor of tne Tonopah Sun.
thinks of them:
"Tonopuh, Nev., Jan. b. In tb
absence of the writer on un eastern
trip, u letter from you Inquiring an
to the financial responsibility of Mac-ke- y,
Munroe & Co., was received at
this office and we are not sure whether or not It hus been answered. However, in case you huve not received a
reply, we will now state most emphatically that you will never get any
money from that phantom firm of
bankers and brokers.
In fact, no
such firm ever had offices in Tonopah, although we have air idea that
one, T. K. iluuer. was Jlie author ot
the advertisement published and the
writer knows said Hauer to be as
crooked us it dog's hind leg. and. furthermore, the writer hnppened to pe
one of the directors of the MlspaJt
club of this city. which hud the
pleasure of expelling Mr. Hauer from
membership in the cluh for his crookedness."
I.AIM.E SHIPMENTS OF

Bit; (ilMi: PRESERVE
FOR MONTANA
Hutle, Mont., Jun. 26. Arrangements are being completed for the
establishment of u big game preserve
in the Madison valley and the promoters are sanguine that their efforts will be the means of perpetuating fish and wild game in Montana.
Already Mudlwu valley contains one
of the largest hands of e'ks outside
the Yellowstone National park, and
they have refused to be driven out
even when Indian hunters roamed
the district with u grim determination to exterminate them, in fact
they appear to be thriving more ami
111
be
more as time goes by. There
ample protection fur ull wild game
iu the enormous preserve, which is
more than one hundred
thousand
acres In extent. The valley in filled
with watt- courses stocked with tlli
and the district an i'leM one
Tr
huntsmen.
-

Acapuli-o-

.

COAL IOK MEXICO.
Mexico, Jan. 116. Larir
of coal w II shortly arrive

shipments
from Vancouver, i. C. A number of
mining companies
Mexican
haw
made arrangements by which a regular line of steamships will run between this country and Canada. Already very large quantities of coke
uml coal have been ordered.
MOlS PENAL N- M i l l HON Ail
IMINED.
I'.i'ookl.vn. N. V., Jan. 26.- - lleglii-nin- g
today ull ilrooklyu prisoners
who have hitherto beeu sent to trtn
Kings county penitentiary, will be
ji.tneo 10 r.im hwnm ifeiuilll. ttrook-- ,
hit's v em t alile penal institution on
('row Hill, will he vacated tomorrow.
ll v. as built !i. 14'J and has hml
within its walls some uf the mot
noted 1 in. (nuts m the country.
It
has lately been condemned us unsafe, though to prisoner was evr
known to have escaped- - from it.
I
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PAGE TWO.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
ftbtltkM

Weekly

Oatty

ly

The Citizen Publishing Company
I

for tnnatilMtan tkrauck th
it hitefflM
m wcond ela mttr.

OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

GEN.

BOOTH'S

M
Aged Originator of Salvation
Army Has Arranged for
Another Globe Trot.
AFTER FIVE YEARS

MM

NOIEI

TELLS

TALE

Ity Villain True Hawthorne.
Ijondon, Jan. 19. The secret ot
spirituality which Gen. booth seems
In possess Is scarcely more remark-bl- e
than the secret of vitality he undoubtedly possesses.
At the age of
nighty, the veteran Salvationist has
Just announced "ths last world Jour!
ney he will undertake," with A sup-- !
plfttental Visit to the United States
latter his return to KnKlaml. six
months hence. As a matter of fact,
however, his first stop on the coming
globe trot will be In New York, to remain a week before proceeding to
Canada, and thence to Japan, the latter country being the real objective
of the tour. He hopes to return over
the Siberian railway In July, truly,
nit amazing Itinerary for a man of
his years; but, with a man of his
marvelous energy and vitality, it
would be unsafe to prophesy other
than a successful trip and a safe return.
Furthermore, the patriarchal
head of the Salvation Army fairly relented the suggestion of a
that he would spend the days after
his return In slippered ease at homo.
"Upon my return," he announced, "I
Khali go to the continent and address
Home meetings there. After that, I
start on a motor-ca- r
campaign
through the east of England.
All
still being well, there will be time, I
hope, for a visit to Holland and
That over, 1 shall close thi
year with a campaign In the United
States. It Is not my way of looking
at it that this will be my last world
tour. I hope, at least, to get as far
as Australia once more, to see my
people there."
The general has never been to Japan, but the Salvation Army, lie says,
has a most promising field there. The
have taken kindly to the hu. Japs
mane side of religion, as presented
by evangelists, and are prepared to
'believe there must be something In
the divine side of it. "Our first
stroke in Japan," added the general,
"made a great Impression throughout
We started rescue
the country.
work, as the result 30,000 women
were emancipated from a vicious
bondage. The Japanese Government
was so pleased with our work that
instructions were sent out that when
ever a girl was In danger of being
sold, she was to be handed over to
the Salvation Army, to be put out to
Mervlce.
Oen. Month will leave Lon-do- n
on his trip the middle of Feb
ruary, accompanied by commissioner
Nlcol and several other officers of
well-wish-

er

y.

tier-man-

staff.

Disaster.

At last, tidings have come, after
Hllence of five years, of one of

rt

ocean tragedies. After being
buffeted by the waves since February,
10S, a bottle cast up on the north
roast of Ireland bore a slip of paper
that disclosed the secret so long
locked iii the bosom of the Atlantic:
"Huroniati sinking fast. Top heavy-On(iood-by- ,
side under water.
mother and sister Charles McFall. '
There appears to be no reason for
questioning
the
authenticity
of
message,
It
this
Is acand
cepted
by
men
maritime
for
what It purports to be. The bottle
had been securely corked, and contained an en elope on which the
above brief but tragic words had
been hastily penciled. The big cargo
loat liuronian sailed from Glascow
for St. John N. H.. on February 11.
1902, and from that day nothing had
been heard of her till this bottle rami
ashore the other day. The books of

Sickness
brings on age very rapidly,

but then there is no reason for
being sickly. Just commence
taking the Bitters at once. It
will build up and invigorate
the entire system, make the
blood pure and your general
health much better.
HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH

Iliirlnl on Miirriugc Day.
A number of distressing occurrences following iiulckly one upon another h:is Riven a tragic side to the height
of the winter wedding season In EngSad, Indeed, was the funeral
land.
of Miss Alice Wilson, at Itedgate,
which was held on the day she was
to have been married to Mr. T. W.
Simile. Arrangements had been completed for the wedding, a- -d many
presents had been received, wh-the
brlile-elewas suddenly taken 111
and passed away. Miss Wilson was
buried In her bridal dress, and the
bridesmaids. In compliance with a
made by Miss Wilson Just before her death, wore tbfir bridesmaid
They carried wreathes of
irciM.
flower" originally Intended for the
bridal bo,uets. After the funeral,
the near relatives, accompanied by
the broken hearted bridegroom and
the bridesmaids, returned to the Wilson home, where, the wedding cake
having been cut and distributed, the
sorrowing company dispersed to their

BITTERS

Never ICeaiiictl Wedding.
The dreadful train disaster at
had no more tragic and mournful circumstances than the death of
Mr. Frank Norrie, of Dundee.
Mr.
Norrie was on the way to his sister's
wedding, where he was to have officiated as best man. when he was killed.
In Dundee, the wedding preparations
had all been arranged, and as the
hour for the ceremony approached
anxiety and alarm were aroused at
the best man's nonappearance. Some
of the guests went to the station to
Inquire about Mr. Xorrle's train, and
were struck with horror on learning
Hopes
of the wreck of Arbroath.
were entertained however, for his
safety, and It was resolved to proceed with the nuptials, Mr. Norrle's
brother acting as groomsman. Next
day, when the news of Mr. Norrle's
death reached Dundee, the bride was
prostrated with grief.
Bridesmaid KIIIihI Accident)'.
A third tragedy of Cupid has to
do with the violent death of a bridesmaid. The marriage of a Miss McLaughlin wus about to be solemnized,
and the wedding procession was on
the way to the church when James
McCloskey ran out of a house and
fired a wedding salute. Miss Cassle
Ollderson, a bridesmaid, fell to the
ground with her face and neck torn
by the charge. The poor girl bleeding and unconscious, was driven at a
gallop to the priest's residence and
medical aid summoned, but it was
found that her Injuries were necessarily fatal. The wedding was postponed to a future day, while the
guests gave testimony ugalnst McCloskey, who was Immediately arrested and held for trial. He had borrowed the gun and loaded It with
blank cartridge, not knowing that it
already contained a charge of powder
and shot.
Groom Disapix'arcd.
The police authorities are making
a close und systematic search for Mr.
Cecil March, a young Birmingham
man, who disappeared on the eve of
his wedding. He was last seen when
he paid a visit to his aunt, and on the
following day a passenger on the
Lucania, outward bound for America,
Jumped overboard .and was drowned.
It was thought that Marsh might
have taken passage on the vessel, but
as none of the ship's company recognised a photograph of Marsh, considerable doubt was thrown on the
theory of his disappearance.
The
police have followed up all other
clews without success, and the younn
lady he was to have espoused and his
family are beginning to despair of
his ever coming back.

lrlnceH As Singer.
Princess Henry of Pless was quite
the stellar attraction at Chatsworth,
where amateur theatricals closed the
week's visit of King Edward
and
Queen Alexandra to the Duke and
Duchess of Devonshire. Miss Muriel
Wilson's acting und dancing have
lost none of their charm, and Lady
Maud
songs were, us
always, distinguished by purity of
tone nnd fine expression. Mut Princess Henry of pless eclipsed not
only the others, but herself, as well,
In that bewitching song, "The Sun
and I." She wore a marvelous kimono of Japanese colors in blended
silks, and sang perfectly.
"What's
the Matter With the Moon Tonight?"
Is a coon song In which the princess
was a picture of blue, with a bunch
of red poppies and a big blue hat
with drooping plumes of cock pheasants. In the snow song, "I N'elge,"
the princess underwent a third transformation,
site was a picture in
white, with high red boots. A scarlet
parasol, limelight effects, and the
falling of snow on the stage made a
pretty addition
to
the princess'
o
singing.
s

mezzo-sopran-

IYoiii Stage to
Though once a professional dancer

on the Loudon stage, Lady
ClallCal'tv. Whom llnth oncm-i-alf.,titlv
......... .W.fu.l o.i nr ,'.1..1
mien

ov,,
the

Isabel

v..

I

iiri
nobility. The Queen.
rank
then Princess of Wales, took a great
Interest in the young nnd beautiful
countess at the time of the attempt
to bring about a separation between
her and her husband, and this Interest has been maintained.
Indeed,
Lady Clancarly, the quondam conqueen,
cert ball
was specially commanded to meet her majesty mi the
occasion of her last lxil to Ireland.
As ltelle Hilton, the daUKhter of a
sol.ljer hi the royal artillery, the
actress who became a peeress starred
in various West End concert halls,
and it was at the Alhambra
111
1H9 that she lust met her husbamL
Viscount Dunio. as lie then was. The
news of their mari'laite after a short
acquaintance
astounded everybody,
and the late Earl of Clani-aildid
his Pest to separate
the devote"!!
couple; but as the viscount was of
In

age. Just

t

eni.

one. rile

oi

li Kal

pro-

ceedings failed.
Retiring inl.i private life at ;.n li.illy Court. Ireland.
lielle Hilton . nm d herself a model
wife, winning her way by her attractive personality into Die hearts
of the nobility as e sily as she had
trained the plaudits of London
Helices.
She
sine
assisted
her husband in tin inali.iL'Cincttl of
the Vast estate t w hi. Ii he sin reeded
when
tinold
earl died, and she
leaves four children, Lord
who Is sixteen.
Iielnn
he eldest
Cl.inc.ii'ty was foii-nvhi--r
bus.
hand Is thirty-eigh- t.
aul-ssful-

has proven its merit mmy
times during the past 53

X

Persuasive
Talk

years. Try it today.

It cures

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Billiousness, General Weakness, Colds,
Grippe, Female Ills or Ma.
laria, Fever and Ague.
Cos-tivenes-

s,

b sometimes
--

J.

"Concraklale me, Osgar."
"Veil. 1 am sorry for you. Adolf! Vol Iss id?"
"I haf became a membership mlt der Aero cinch."
"Vot iss der beneficials of Id?"
"Ton can go Up in a air ship."
Adolf!"

r-

Ship?'"

SBKf

AMUSEMENTS
AT ELKS OPERA HOUSE
"AT YALE" THE ATTRACTION'
NEXT MONDAY, .1AX. 28.
In a recent Issue of fhe Shrereport,
La., Times the following comment
In "At Yale," played In that city by
Paul Gilmore, is clipped:
Prior to the present theatrical sea.
son, If anyone had been asked as to
where Paul (lllmore had made his
most popular success, either In the
"Mummy and The Humming llird,"
or "Captain Deboualre," in ninety-nin- e
cases out of one hundred the
answers would be In favor of the
former. Today, however, If this same
question were asked. It Is more than
probable that It would be in favor
of "At Yale."
Not by any means
that this last named play is the best
from a literary standpoint, because
it Is not. but simply because Paul
flllmore has a part that suits him
down to the ground, depicting us he
does college life at Yale and plqcing
before the American public scenes
they all love, and which so many
of thetn have personally experienc"

ed.

"At Yale" is a mixture of comedy
drama Into which Is instilled a little
melodrama, notably In the second
act, but instilled with such delicacy
and skill that the lower type of
dramatic art is forgotten on account
of the fact that It is "cloaked" as
it were, so as to appear in every
manner true to nature.
As ulready stated there are Scenes
depicted only too dear to the average American boy. Even though It
might be said no social moral Is
pointed, it Is simply a story of college life, showing the romance
with
which the college boy is so oftentimes surrounded und with which Is
commingled dealings of college life,
athletic
and otherwise, which it
would be well for all boys to witness. It tells the story of Dick See-le- y
for his pal, Jack RundeU's sister, Dorothy: they have not met, but
each has fallen in love with the
other's photograph.
Dorothy Is loved by Dave Hurley, a most despicable
character, but who conceals his real
nature and backbites Ids rival. The
same Hurley tries to prevent Dick
from taking his place as one of the
Yale crew against Harvard, but Dick
arrives in time and alter a
stage picture of the race be
tween the two crews, the machinations of the backbiter are discovered
md Dick receives the reward, that
if the love of his sweetheart.
ow. an tins may appear upon
the actual face of it as beinif
cry
c utile and uucou hieing,
but pre- seated ns it was last night. It appear
ed In a very different livht.
Mavhr
it was from the fact that the entire
production was staged In such a
manner that this alone would make
it convincing,
nr maybe it was that
tile Individual work of both Mr.
as Dick Seeley. and those supporting him. who were In every way
above par ai.il in keeninir with what
was required of tliein. Hut there can
be no question about it, but that the
production as a whole was one of
unqu ililicd merit, pleasing to the eye
and most acceptable lo all classes of
IhcaterKiier.
oilow ing was the
Dorothy I!. in. tall.
Miss
ii. l Hall
Gil-inor- e,

:

l.ilon
ir.idy

.

Kan. I. ill
Miss Helen l. ven port
M Iss Frances
Scarlh
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B. H. BRIGGS &
CO.
Proprietors
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teclh.
l ining
(oll Crowns
Painless Extracting

$1.50 up
$A

50c

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

-

MENDS THIS PLAY.
With a minister nr the
Its leading churacter, "The
nagged
Messenger was bound to be compared with that other tdnv. "Tb
Christian," whose central figure also
is a clergyman.
The comparison has
ulways been , In favor of the new
play. Both the clergy and the laity
have endorsed It unreservedly.
The
church approves It because It teach.
es attractively but none the less for
cibly that righteousness will always
triumph over sin. The public
It because It deals with life,
throbbing issues that the eiUIre civilized world is at present trying
to
solve. Such a play Interests and
the thinkers by the scope and
verity or its ethics, while It entertains and thrills the
s
by
the novelty and vleor of Its
It is unquestionably the play of the
year. Creston Clarke will n resent
"The Kagged Messenger" at the Klks'
opera house February
.

ROOM

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Department of the Interior,
United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 1906.
Notice ia hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice of bis Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
854), as
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats.,
amended by the act of February 21,
1S'J3 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will be made before the pro- oate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
January 26, 1907, viz.: Mariana Chav
ez de Otero, for the Small Holding

He names the following witnesses
adcontinuous
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Francisco Aragon y Baca, ot Los
Lunas, N. M.; Anlceto Aragon,
Orona, Quirlno Samore, of Per- alta, N. M.
Any person vho desires to protest
against the allowance ot said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross
examine the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Register.
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
to prove his actual

Guil-lerru-

NOTICE FOR

o

PI HLU'ATION.

Department of the Interior,
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

Land

Dec. 29, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that Santiago Grlego of Carpenter, N. M., has
filed notice of his Intention to make
final five-yeproof in support of
his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
10,301 made Nov. 20, 1906, for the
SV4 NEVi and lots 1 and 2, Section
3, Township 9 N., Range 6 13., and
that said proof will be made before
H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
t'uml of Lung Trouble.
is now eleven years Blnce I had M., on Feb. 6, 1907.
play-goer-

"It
a narrow escape from consumption."
writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business

He names the following wltnessea

to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:

man or Kershaw. S. C. "1 had run
Venceslado Griego, Salomon Grledown in weight to 135 pounds, and
coughing was constant, both by day go, Darlo Chavez and J. K. Carpenand by night.
Finally 1 began tak- ter, all of Carpenter. N. M.
MANUEL It. OTERO,
ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and
Register.
continued this for about six months,
when my cough and lung trouble were
entirely gone and I was restored to
pi iilication.
notice
my normal weight, 170 pounds."
Land
Thousands of persons are healed Department of the Interior,
every year, tiuaranteed by all drugOffice at Santa Fe, N. M.
gists. 5c and $1.00.
Dec. 29, 1906.
Trial bottle
Notice In hereby given that Luclo
free.
Ortega of Chilli!. N. M.. has filed noM lltldll'V INDIANS
tice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
AUK PHOSPiatOlS
entry No.
tlcorge K. I'.rown. superintendent claim, viz: Homestead
of irrigation for the Maricopa and 6.702 made Ixe. 10, 1901, for the
W'i NE14 and EVi NW'L Section
Pima Indians, w ho Is spending a
12. Township 8 N., Range 6 K.. and
in Phoenix from the reservation of these Indians, twelve miles that said proof wil be made before
southwest of that city, is authority H. W. S. Otero. United States Court
for the statement that the Indians Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
are in a more prosperous condition M . on Feb. 5. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
this year and have finer prospects
for good crops than ever before. He to prove his continuous residence upsays that about 1.860 acres are plant- on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortega,
ed in grains and other crops nt the
Maricopa village and for the lat Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
all of Chilill. N. M.
two weeks be has bad fifty-nin- e
Indians at work cleaning and repairing
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the Maricopa ditch, which heads in
Register.
the Salt river about five miles above
the reservation. Among other things
NOTICE FOR PIIILICATION.
there has been installed a new head-g.U- e Department of the Interior,
Land
in the ditch 66x1- -' feet, which
Office it Santa Fe, N. M.
is a much latter and better one than
Dec. 29, 1906.
they have ever had before and is
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
constructed to operate by chains. It Onega of Chilill. N. M.. has filed
is designed somewhat to keep the notice of his intention to make final
sand out of the ditch as welt as to five-yeproof in support
of his
regulate the How of water.
entry No.
claim, viz: Homestead
6.703 made Dec. 10. 1901. for the
SKIPS .WHY I'ltOM DK.M- SW
SW'i, Section 1. Wi-- J NW4
IVti WIIIIOIT l'AYl.Vt; HILLS and NW'i SW'i. Section 12, TownA party giving his name as Tally ship S N., Ratine 6 F... and that said
Lloyd, i ti l s.jinn he hailed
from proof will be made before H. W. S.
Midland. Texas, came into Detning a Otero. United States Court Commiscouple of weeks ago and opened up sioner, at Albuquerque. N. M., on
a hat ami clothes cleaning shop, says Feb. ;,, 1907.
the iliapliic. He appeared to be do
He names the following witnesses
ing a good
and gave out that to prove his continuous residence upbe intend t to take up land bete. on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
lloeer. lasi Sunday hife'ht be took Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortego,
an unannounced departure fur some Lorcn.o Sanchez and Edward Carlcr,
unknown point. In his hurry to get all of Chlhli. N. M.
away he left several small accounts
MANUEL R. OTERO.
about town unsettled. So it goes. It
Register.
is getting hard to tell who isn't a
Try a Cit zen wane tiTertlsenient
rascal in this day and time.

for

few-day- s

ss

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Plnnos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $lt
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from al
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Oprn Evenings.
On

Nice, New, 6 Room

HOUSE
Finely Furnished, Fireplace,
Horso,
'"'Kg.V. Harness, Hay, F.tc.

$3300
POR TERF IELD CO.
M

-

110 West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Irn .M. Uoml.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F.St.,
N. W Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
patents,
letter
Jrade marks, claims.
R. W. D. liryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
First National
Hank building.
E. V. IHibson.
ATTORNEY AT I .AW
nio.
Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. M.'
DENTISTS.
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
FOR RENT.
Dental Surgeon.
FOR RENT
New
Rooms 2 and 3. Ha
house, modem.
618 North Sixth over O'RIelly's drug
store, Automatstreet.
ic phone 238.
Appointments made
VOU RENT Two rooms for light- - by mail.
housekeeplng. Inquire at 300 North
Edmund .1. Alger, D. D. S.
Broadway.
No. 306 Railroad avenue
FOR RENT Front rooms for IIkIiI hours, 9 a. nr.. to 12:30 n. m Offin
1 an
housekeeping;
rent reasonable. p. m. to 5 p. m. Roth phones. Ap
Apply rear 624 West Railroad.
pointments made by mail.
FOR
RENT Furnished
"PHYSICIANS."
flats; very reasonable,
Apply at
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaDR. ,T. II. 1 1 A YNES
duct.
Physician niul Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 1.1 V
FOR RENT Houses. 3 to 7 rooms;
a...,ii
also store rooms. W. H. McMUllon, building.
real estate broker, 112 West Gold
W. M. Mil ItllkVV XI ii
avenue.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
four-rooFOR
RENT A
wcciuema) lue JJUlldlng. Tele-phobrick
SS6.
house, furnished, at 317 South
Albuquerque, N. M.
Arno street.
Inquire of II. Jay
DR. It. L. HITST.
Stone. 317 South Arno.
Office,
8, X. T. Arniijo Itldg.
y
FOR RENT A six room
Tuberculosis treated with High
house, corner
fn
of Seventh Frequency Electrical
street and TIJeras n venue. Inquire Germicide. Treatments given each
at Lommori & Matteuccl, 624 day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
West TIJeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
UNDERTAKER.
jt.uu per week and up; also nice
Colo., Red 116
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00 Auto, phone 316.
A. HORDERS.
per week and up furnished
with Commercial Club
building.
Blaqk
stove and cooking utensils
and
or
hlte hearse, $5.
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
fi24 South Second street, AlbuquerARCHITECT!
que, N. M.
F. W. Snencer. lhinmo ic.47
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR KALE.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A uom pnones.
Yost typewriter.
See The CitiCIVIL ENGINEER.
zen.
FOR SALE A line saddle horse; also
J. It. Farwcll.
a bear skin. W. H. McMUllon, 211
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
West Gold avenue.
NOTA RPUBLlc.
FOR SALE One "Viava treatment,"
complete; cheap. Dr. McCormlck
Titos. K. D. Maddison.
522 W. Railroad avenue.
Office with W. B. Chllders.
117
West
Gold
avenue.
FOR SALE The Claude Glrard'prop- erty on west Mountain road. InNOTICE FOR PL RLI CATION.
quire on premises or at No. 300
North Rroadway.
Department of the Interior, Land
Foil SALE Majority ot stock in
at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
January 22, 1907.
nnd paying retail business. Incorporated.
Notice is hereby irlven that .lnnn
Owner wishes
to leave city. Address No. 1126, de Dios Padllla of San Rafael, N. M.,
lias filed notice of his intention to
Dally Citizen.
nrnof In annnnn
FOR SAL13 A No. 1 Charter gaso- make final five-yeline engine,
power, for of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
made December 3, 1901,
pumping; good as new; cheap. .o.
SEU,
See Dr. J. N. Warner, 1006 South for the W',a XE',. und W
Section
26.
Township 10 N, Range 10
Edith street.
W, and that said proof will be mads
FOR SALE Snap Lots 13, 14, 15, before Jesus M. Luna. Probate
flerlr
in block B, Simpler addition No. 2, at Los Lunas,
N. M.. on March 1.
only $600. $60 cash, balance In 1907.
installments of $15 per month.
He names the following witnesses
Write J. C. Phelan, Fresno. Calif., to prove his continuous
or see E. H. Dunbar, 224 West on, and cultivation of, residence upthe land, viz:
Gold avenue.
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes,
Sanchez,
Manuel
Bisente Padia, all
LOST.
or .san llafael, N. M.
Lost Pocket book containing two
MANUEL R. OTERO,
bills; finder return to
Register.
,
this office and receive reward.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
LOST A gold filigree chain,
with
turquoise setting.
Finder please Department of
the Interior, Land Ofleave ot this office und receive re.
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ward.
January 22, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
STRAYED.
STRAYED January 17, one Jersey Pudilla of San Rafael, N. M.', has
cow; branded open H. Return to Hied notice of his Intention to make
1500 South John street. Mrs. P. M. final five year- - proof In support of his
'claim, viz: Homestead
Gavin.
Entry No.
6689, made December 3, 1901, for the
The Grip.
NW'4. and E,4 SW'.i. Section
"Hefore we can sympathize with Ei
26, Township 10 N. Range 10 W, and
others, we must have suffered
that said proof will be made before
No one can realize the suf- Jesus
U Luna,
Clerk
fering attendant upon an attack of Los Lunas, N. M Probatfe
on March 7, 1907.
the grip, unless he has had the actual
He names the following witnesses
experience. There is probably no dis- to prove bis continuous residence upease that causes so much physical and on, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:
mental agony, or which so successJose R. Candelaria, Rafael Ilaldes,
fully defies medical aid. All danger Manuel Sanchez,
Bisente
Padia. ail
from the grip, however, may be avoid- of San llafael, N. M.
ed by the prompt us of ChamberMANUEL R. OTERO,
lain's Cough Remedy.
Among the
Register.
tens Of thousands who have used this
remedy, not one case has ever been Danger. r u Cold and How to Avoiil
reported that has resulted in pneuThem.
More fatalities have their origin In
monia or that has not recovered. For
by
or
sale
all druggtr'
result from a cold than from any
other cause. This fact alone should
make people more careful as there is
NURSERY PRODUCTS
no danger whatever from a cold when
It is properly treated In the beginning.
FRUIT
AND
SHADE
TREES For many years Chamberlain's Cough
SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS. Remedy has been
recognized as the
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW. most prompt
and effectual medicine
N. W, ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER In use
for this disease. It acts on naSTREET.
ture's plan, loosens the cough, relieves the lungs, opens the secretion-an- d
How In Prccut llilinus Attack...
aids nature in restoring the sysOne who is subject to bilious attacks will notice that for a day or tem to u healthy condition. Sold by
more before the attack he is not hun- all druggists.
gry at inn! times and feels dull after
eating.
A dose ,,f Chamberlains
Stomach and Liver TaVVts
PIUS
when MOTH PENNYROYAL
these first symptoms appear will ward
overcome
it
Mill MHO OHilrMi.UA.ua nr.
off the attack
They ae for sale by
fc'IJ li4LO.ll
ti.illia ,,t Hf
in.
miI
all druggists.
H.vriV'
"
a, u.
o:i. an;.
f
it nt ot 01 ir in mix! Ui'.j) .!,.
11
"ii
u r. id.
Stops itching instantly. Cures piles,
f r
...ii
J
t'""'"- t"iii'.e
i
..n iiu- u.- ? rec.enia. salt rheum, tetter, itch, hives
'"-frl urr Imk
.scabies--Doanherpes,
's
'W.--rV
ointment. At
o
Kofi CHtltiCAL ,'0 .
.my drill; ftoP.
FOR 6 ALE BY w u ANN & fcON.
five-room- ed

R. F. C'OPP,
12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDO.

Claim No. 2547, Bltuate in Sec. 36, T.
7 N., R. 2 E.

Wllllani Winter
Jm Anderson
Coxswain of the Yale crew
Harold Know les
Jim Donnelly
Claude Fltzpatrlck
Harry Clardsot
Alfred Bates
George Green
Fred Scott
A Tramp
,
j. a. Conway
Jepson
.T,;V .William Wilson
Dick Seeley....'
pul (lllmore
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Furnished duelling
to
rent during the months of March
and April. State the number of
rooms, how furnished and price.
Address W. C. I,. The Citizen.
WANTED Good man in each county to represent and advertise hardware department, put out samples
etc.
Salary $21 weekly. Expense
money advanced. Dept. A 10, The
oiumnta House, Chicago.
WANTED Teams The Santa
Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes.
All 'good
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marts, Superintendent.
SALESMEN WANTED
WANTED Capable salesman uTov-e- r
New Mexico with staple
line.
High commissions
with liberal
weekly drawing account. Permanent position to right man. Jess II.
Smith Co., Detroit. Mich.
vVJNTEDiFienced Iii- - anv line
to sell general trade in New Mexico
An unexcelled specially proposition.
Commissions with $35 weekly for
expenses. The Continental Jewelry
Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
W A N T ED

Cor. Gold Ave. and Fint St.

"Voult Id nod be cheaper to ro up in der menihi rship ?"
"Lay all aside of you're choking. A air ship Iss der coming locomo- tlon
"You musd be locoed to vlsh a motion like dot."
"You do nod feel der motion. You go up, up, up. until vou are
ofer der clouts."
"Do you ged vere you can touch der clouts?"
"Yess, yess, sure!"
"Id Iss a vonder ef der Aero cloob voult trusd you.
"Make me der
blease."
"Uecosg dey say efery clout has a sllfer linings."
"Say, I am nod a kleptomania."
"Vot Iss a kleptomania?"
"A feller vlch steals vot he does und vant."
Much oblltched."
"Why are you hiding your vatch. I don'd vant It."
"Dot iss why I am hiding it, ha, ha, ha!"
"Pooh, poof, for you?
You vlll nefer rise abofe der common
"No, und I don'd care to since 1 wass tossed by a bull ad herd."
der
stock yarts."
"Dot Iss not vot makes a air ship go up. Gas Iss v i makes a
air ship rise,"
"Dot Iss bad."
"For why, blease?"
"You are so full of gas you are no goot fo;- ballast."
"You chump, ve use sand for ballast."
"Ah, bud vere can you get sand?"
"Dot's easy. I own a grocery, ha, ha. ha!"
"Vot kind of fool do dey useful in her engine?"
"Shafings."
"Vot? Vere do dey obtaining der shafings?"
"Oh, dey make dem mlt ft aeroplane, ha, ha, ha!"
"By specially permission of der coroner we vlll sing dot dull thud
en
icn iss entootieti. im a rush Make you Slip From
Mv

Pol.y

tel, Helen.
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ALVARADO
PHARMACY

Veil?"

Mi".

hut

tlio merit of our
goods and fair denling with
every customer, to Insure our
continual success In the drug
business.

dcH-n- l

V-i- i

PERSONAL PROPERTY

WAXTKD.

WANTED More'Tshoe' repairing at
corner of Railroad
avenue and
Tt roadway. P. K.
Daniel
W A N'T E 1
A it
experienced
cook.
Mrs. W. B. Chllders. 107 North
Tweltth street.
WANTED First-clas- s
ticket, either
to St. Louis or Indianapolis.
Address M. D.. Citizen office.
WANTED Agents, tiotn local and
traveling. Salary guaranteed. Work
light and suitable for ladles. Address C, Citizen office.
WANTED
Gentleman's
secondhand clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED A good cook, man or
woman; small hotel; good wages
paid promptly. Write to C.oebel ho-

W. SCHAFER

Kamlall ...... 1!. A. Breeze
indall
canton Clay
I l.lVe
Hurley.
.Henry H. McCIaiu
Jim Fucker
William T. Burdette
Jiin.-e- y
F.dw.ird Merrigan
Clancy
William Vauahau
John Kennedy
.
iiaiies t isgood
For any disease of r nkiii Hale Is Fiank Young. . M. utis. in Coodinan
I'M Scott
la. thing better tlm:i Chamberlain'
Jules i;iuzette
Salve.
It relieves the Itching and Tom Haynes. .
C. C. Sank
burning sensation Instantly and soon Robert Crosby
Afred F. Cross
effects a cure. Sold by all drujglsU. Charles Wells.
. . .Thomas
Clleason
-

Saturday, .iamary a. ifT
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Intended Bride Is Buried In Bridal
Array on Day Ceremony Was

the headquarters
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Allan Line show that Charles McFall,
a fireman, was on bonrd the lost vessel, iiml search I now being made by
the company fur the mother and sister to whom this last sad message
was sent. It I interpreted by the
Allan people ns strengthening the belief long held that the liuronian went
down In a storm.
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PASSAGE OF DISTRICT ATTORNEYS BILL UNANIMOUS
principal event in the legislative assembly yesterday was the
passage of house 1111 No. 1, by the
house, providing for the election by
tin? people of district attorneys and
taking from the governor- the power
The vote was
of appointing tliem.
IT for and 7 against the bill.
In the council, the question of
county division was brought up when
Mr. Cameron Introduced a resolution
postponing any action or discussion
of county divisions or change of
county boundaries until near the close
of the legislature.
Strong speeches were a feature.
1'resldent Spless, of the council, also
announced the appointment of the
permanent committees.
The proceedings of the legislative
raWy were as follows:
TIIK C'OI'M'IIj.
Fifth lay Friday Morning.
The council was called to order by
I'residcnt Spless. pursuant to adjournment,
at 10 o'clock Friday
morning.
The chaplain offered the Invocation. Chief Clerk Martin then read
the roll, all responding present. The
journul of the previous day was then
read by the chief clerk and upon motion of Mr. Chaves, duly seconded and
curried, was ordered approved us
lead.
President Spless then announced
the permanent council committees
and stated that he would appoint the
committee on county lines Monday.
(The council standing committees
were published In yesterday's Cll!
Til.- -

zen.
Mr. Cameron then introduced council joint resolution No. 3. providing
for the fixing of a time for consider
lug measures for the chunging of

county boundary lines and the for
mation of new counties.
Mr. Dalies made a motion, seconded by Mr. Duncan, that the resolution
!
tabled Indefinitely.
Mr. Dalles in a short speech oppos
ed the further consideration of the
resolution and was answered by Mr.
Cameron, who advocated a favoruLW;
consideration of the measure.
President Spless asked Mr. Dalles
to preside and took the floor for a
fpeech. He announced that he was
unalterably opposed to the creation of
any new counties and asked that the
resolution be not tabled.
Spless then to-the
President
nuvel and Mr. Dalies resumed his
seat.
Mr. Miera then spoke briefly on the
resolution. He was followed by Mr.
Duncan, who favored county division,
ftoth asked that the resolution be not
tabled, but be read a second time and
referred to the proper committee.
'.Mr. Duncan then asked that his
il
to Mr. Dalles' motion to table
Mr.
the resolution be withdrawn.
Dalies then withdrew his motion that
the measure be tabled Indefinitely,
jiikI upon second reading the resolution was ordered printed and referred
to the committee on finance.
council
Mr. Cameron introduced
joint resolution No. 4, providing for
the pay of extra employes in both
houses, which whs read for the first

i

sec-'mi-

me.
Mr. Cameron moved thut the rules
be suspended and the resolution be
Mr.
read the second time by title.
Dalies opposed in u speech uny ati

tempt
measure
to "railroad" a
ihrough the council by suspension of
the rules.
President Spiess advocated the suspension of the rules to save time.
Chief Clerk Martin then read the
roll and the vote on Mr. Cameron's
motion was 10 nays and 2 ayes. The
rules were not suspended.
Mr. Chaves Introduced council bill
No. 6, relative to the amendment of
chapter 37, of the session laws of
1903, providing for the erection of
district school buildings by the aid of
taxpayers who might be called upon
Upon
to assist by personal work.
motion of Mr. Chaves, seconded and
carried, the bill was read a second
time by title and ordered printed
and referred to the committee on education.
Mr. Cameron introduced
council
bill No. 7, an act to amend and repeal
portions of the compiled laws of
1S97, defining the crimes of murder,
nianslaugflhter, adultery and lesser
offenses. The bill was read by the
chief clerk.
Mr. Cameron moved that the rules
be suspended, that the bill be read a
.second time and referred
to the
proper committee.
The motion carried and the bill was
read by title, ordered printed and referred to the committee on judiciary.
Upon motion of Mr. Duncan, seconded and carried, the council adjourned until Id o'clock Monday
morning.

Tin: iioisK.

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

TO BUILD THE CANAL

pointed Advisors.

ourtti Day Close of Thursday Afternoon Session.
Following the reading of the message of E(iulpulo Baca, of Sandoval
county, to the house, withdrawing
from the contest for the seat of Mr.
Abbott, member from the Tenth district of Santa Fe and Sandoval countries, Mr. Beach introduced house bill
No. 1 An act pertaining to the offices
of district attorneys and for other
purposes. The bill was read by title
the first and second time and ordered
translated.
House bill No. 2 was introduced by
Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe An act to
permit Incorporated towns of 1,000
population or more to issue bonds for
unitary and health purposes. Head
the first time and second time and
ordered translated.
Immediately followed house bill
No. 3, introduced by Mr. Abbott, of
Santa Fe An act to amend sections
of the compiled laws of 1897, relative
to the Incorporation of towns
It
was read the first and second time
.ii. I ordered translated and printed.
House bill No. 4, being an act to
define the property rights and powers
of married persons and describing the
grounds for divorce was Introduced by
Mr. Abbott, of Sunta Fe, and read the
lirst j.nd second time and ordered
translated and printed.
House bill No. 5. being an act to
istablish the law and procedure iu
I

PAGE TORKE.

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.
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certain cases parsed over veto, was
Introduced, read the first and second
and
time and ordered translated
printed.
moMr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, In a
tion duly seconded, asked that the
rules be supended and house bill No.
be taken up Immediately.
Mr. Iluppe. In a short speech, made
objection, and Speaker Haca called
for a vote. There were 5 ayes and
9 nays.
Mr. Uallegos then made a motion
duly seconded, that the session be adjourned until 10 o'clock Friday morning.
The motion carried and the
house was declared adjourned.

,

r'-VnJ-

litVAX

Wm.

CHAPLIN

r

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.

1

1

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

Tin: liorsK.

Fifth Day Friday Morning.
The house, pursuant to adjournment, was called to order by Speaker
Paca At 10:30 o'clock. The chaplain
offered the Invocation. All respond
ed present to the roll read by Chief
Clerk Staplin. The journal was then
read in Kngllsh and Spanish and upon
motion of Mr. Biernbaum, seconded
and carried, was ordered approved as
read.
Mr. Holt Introduced house resolu
tion No. 2, asking that all lobbyists
be excluded from the floor of tho
Mr. Huppe asked for a defihouse.
nition of a lobbyist, which was given.
Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, moveJ
that the resolution be adopted, which
was seconded by Mr. Ruppe.
The
resolution carried. Speaker Baca into orstructed the sargeant-at-arm- s
der all persons not members to leave
the floor of the house, except the
ladles.
Mr.
This created a .discussion.
Holt suggested thut the rear seats for
spectators did not constitute the floor
of the house.
Mr. Hudspeth asked If territorial
officials were not entitled to seats on
the, floor of the house. He cited sections of the rules of the thirty-sixt- h
legislative assembly. Mr. Iteach then
moved to suspend the rules and that
territorial officials be required to occupy seats behind the rails on the
floor of the house. The motion prevailed by a vote of 22 to 2.
was instructThe sergeant-at-arm- s
ed to enforce the rule
Mr. Abtolt, of Sai ta Fe, move 1
suspend tli rule l i 'nke up h u e
bill No. 1, with reference to the offices
of district attorney and for other purposes. Mr. Ruppe demanded a loll
call. The motion of Mr. Abbott prevail-d,
the vote being 12 to .
Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, moved
that the bill bo read in full for the
Information of all concerned.
The
motion, duly seconded, was carried,
and Chief Clerk Satplln read the hill,
which nroides frr the election by
the people of district attorneys.
A. It. Renehan, of Santa Fe, entered the floor of the house, not
knowing of the order of exclusion cf
in
nid v at askd t retire by the ferg
wnich
he did with upologles.
Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, moved
that the rules be further suspended
und that house bill No. 1 be rend a
second and third time, preparatory
to Its passage. Mr. Iluppe called f"r
d
the roll. Mr. Abbott's motion
by a vote of 17 ayes, 7 nays.
The bill was read the second and
third time by title and Mr. Abbott, of
Santa Fe, then moved that it be parsed by the house. Mr. Ileach seconded
the motion.
Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, then secured recognition and made a stroni
pointed plea for the bill, on behalf of
the people of the territory.
Mr. Ruppe then opposed the passage of the bill without further consideration. Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe.
replied In defense of a prompt consideration of the measure, saying that
he thought the legislators were sent
to the assembly to "do things," and
not to wrangle and waste time.
Mr. Ruppe then spoke against the
bill, attacking It along political lines.
Mr. Abbott defended the bill most
ably, declaring that it was a simple
measure for the common good and
should be passed at once.
He said it placed the power of selecting officials in the hands of th.s
people where it rightfully belonged.
In the Interim of the next general
election, he argued that if a district
attorney could be appointed at all.
then the members, of the council
twelve men Selected by the people,
could make such an appointment better than one man. Mr. Abbott was
listened to closely by all present and
his arguments carried weight on all
sides. "Ket us vote for the best Interests of the people," was his watchword.
Mr. Hudspeth then spoke in opposition to the immediate passage of
the bill, declaring that more deliberation should be used.
Mr. Abbott, of Colfax county, also
spoke against the passage of the bill
without further consideration.
Speaker liaca then put the motio l
of Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, that the
bill be pussed. The roll was read, the
bill passing the house by a vote of 17
yeas to 7 nays.
The vote by roll was as follows:.
Yeas Abbott, Santa Fe; Aldrlch,
Reach, Cierbuum, Denniston, Uallegos, Green, Herrera, Holt, Martin.
Mirabel, Padilla, Sanchez, San Miguel; Sanchez, Taos; Studley, Tru-jill- o
and the speaker 17.
Nays Abbott, Colfax county; Hudspeth, Lueero y Montoyu, Mullens,
Ruppe, Walters 7.
Upon motion, duly seconded und
carried, the house then adjourned until 2 p. in , Monday.

li
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young man, a southern man, a
mun who "does things." in likely to
build the Panama canul. W. J.
of Kuoxville, who with Anson
M. Hangs made the low bid on the
work under the contract plan, says
It is his ambition to build the canal,
even If he loses a fortune on it. If
no technicalities prevent It he will
get the work.
Hangs has a
d
share in
the contract, so Oliver is "It."
Oliver was' born In Massachusetts.
but lived since youth In the south.
He began In a small way as u gypsum miner In South Carolina. Then
he went iu as a contractor, begtn-nin- g
with small awards, until now
he Is doing several million dollars'
worth of railroad work. His biggest task at this time Ih driving a
A
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Jamaica Ijuly

PpeaVs Highly of
Cough Remedy.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the superintendent of Cart Service at Kingston, Jamaica, West Indies Island,
says that Bhe has for some years used
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for
coughs, croup and whooping cough
and has found It very beneficial. She
has implicit confidence In It and would
not be without a bottle of It In her
home. Sold by all druggists.
A
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FEE'S

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG
CANDIES.
STORE.
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Special Correspondence.
New York, Jan. 26. Precisely at
9:55 o'clock every day Wall street
bows Us head In prayer, listens to a
Psalm or some other selection from
the Bible and then dashes madly oft
to the dally scramble when the gong
on the Stock Kxchange founds at 10
o'clock.
Not at old Trinity, at the head of
the street, but by way of the telephone.
The wires that carry customers'
orders to the broker, the wires that
carry the brokers' orders to the exchange and the wires that carry
the tips from the tipster to the poor
gullible souls Inveigled into the
market these wires
carry
the
prayer and the scripture from the
home of the Rev. Dr. Henry Marsh
Warren to the spiritually needy iu
the street.
9:55 Connection.

rnr
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work of carrying the gospel to Wall
by Mrs. J. Alden Gaylord, widow of a well known broker, who is
now conducting the business at 25
Wall street. Mrs.
has sent
to the offices of brokers In the neighborhood an Invitation to Join In the
telephonic service und the number
Increases each morning.
All (who
come are provided with telephones
are
and
connected with the wire from
Dr. Warren's study through
the
switchboard in the Gaylord offlc.
The Idea has been so successful that
Dr. Warren announces beginning In
a week the holding of a weekly
praper meeting In Wall street. This
service will be held In person, not
by telephone, and will take place In
the street on the spot where the
open air curb market sessions are

street

is one of woman's worst afflictions.

It always leaves

you weaker, and is sure to shorten your life and make
your beauty fade. To stop pain take Wine of Cardui and
it will help to relieve your misery, regulate your functions, make you well, beautiful and strong. It is a reliable remedy for dragging down pains, backache, headache, nervousness,' irritability, sleeplessness, dizziness,
fainting spells, and similar troubles. A safe and efficient
medicine for all women's pains and sickness.
Mrs. J. L. Broadhead of Clanton, Ala. writes; "I have
used Cardui for my disease, which was one peculiar to
women, and it has completely cured me."
AT ALL DRUG STORES, IN
WRITE US A LETTER

114

WINE
OF
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9:56 Invocation by Dr. Warren.
9:67 Scripture reading.
9:59 Benediction.
Dr. Warren has been aided In his

MONTHLY MISERY

anjtll

All Other Shoes at 10
Per Cent Discount
Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. Ww feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

Wm. CHAPLIN- -

SHOE STORE

held, just after the close of the day's
business.
Two converts are already reported
from the work in Wall street. The
following letter, from a man of responsibility In a broker's ofQce who
had been beset by temptation and
was on the point of suicide, is the
record of the first convert:
"Your kind words have made me
change my Insane desire. I returned
to business today, to the place I had
never expected to see again, ready to
do the duty before me. New hope
and courage la mine."
The other convert Is a woman,
whose husband lost all In the street.
(Ater being carried down by the
drink habit she chanced to be in the
office at the time of the morning
service and a telephone receiver waa
put In her hand. She became Interested, went to call on Pr. Warren
and later through church influence
secured a position in u Philadelphia
publishing house.

121 RAILROAD AVE.

Irrigated Farm Lands
IN SOUTHERN ALBERTA. CANADA

$18.00 to $25.00 per acre
Irrigated farm lands in Egypt, according to reporta of Hie United
States Department of Commerce, are worth $225 per acre. Irrigated
farm lands in the United States are worth from $100 to $2,000 per
acre.
Irrigated farm lands In Southern Alberta are worth Just as much
or more than lands In Egypt and the United States, but the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company is selling them at from $18 to $25 per acre
for the purpose of inducing settlement In their 3.000,000-acr- e
block.
Irrigated farm lands sold by them three months ago at from $18
to $25 per acre are now being held by the purchasers at from $50 to
$75 per acre.
The difference between $18 and $2,000 is worth while. If you are
Interested in doubling and trebling your money within a few month.
If you are, drop a card to the address below and receive detailed Information, including maps, literature, etc., fully describing the opportunity of the age.

The Canadian Pacific irrigation
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iest'hbirif fully all your symptom
ten J you Fre A4m
In plain &mU. envelop.
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Adviyory lept,. lit Ctattdnuutf.i
Medi in Co., OutUnuo, Tenn.

H

tunnel through Lookout mountain,
which Is to be the longest tunnel
In America.
He built the locks of
the lake canal at Sault Ste. Marie,
He is a millionaire.
Mich.
Oliver's success has been through
his personal attention to his con- tracts. He Is fundamentally a "shirt
sleeves" man. In his earlier days
he used to live with his construction
gangs in n box car on the scene of
the work. Even now ho is loath to
put on tine attire except when social
cannot be
claims upon his time
years
avoided. He Is twenty-nin- e
old. married and has several chll-- I
dren.
If Oliver gets the contract It Is
likely the canal will be built by
American colored labor, as he has
had great success In managing this
kind of labor.

INVADES WALL STREET

A PREACHER
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Councilman

Colonization Go's.. Ltd.
ROOM 31, CALQMRY, ALBERTA, CANADA
Dtpartmmnt, Irrigated Land; Canadian Racllto Railway
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ai. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lnmker Cars:
Pullsya, Grade Bars, Basalt Metal; Celinuu u4 Irea
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sion of the council Thursday afternoon, after the reading of a com-

munication addressed to the council
by Hon. T. B. Catron, of Santa Fe.
withdrawing his contest against the
seat now held by Mr. Miera, spoke
for a few minutes upon the question
in the following very eloquent and
inn nly strain:
"Oentlemen of the Council:
"I rise for the purpose of moving.
that the withdrawal of the contest for
a neat In this chamber by Mr. Catron,
which contest
he Initiated
against me, be spread upon the rec
ords of the council Journal.
"Mr. Catron In his communication
withdrawing his contest, states that
he does so to promote harmony In the
ranks of the republican party. He
deserves the thanks of the republican
party for his stand in that behalf,
however, he can not go further than
I In assisting in bringing harmony to
the purty, to which we both belong,
He also states that he had a majority
of the legal votes cast In the district
in which we both ran. This I deny
and here assert that I was legally
elected by the legal voters of our district and I am proud to say that In
an honest fight I defeated one of the
most prominent men of our party In
New Mexico. It is true a large num
ber of democrats by their votes contributed to my election; but they vot
ed for me not because they loved me
more, but because they loved Mr. Cat
ron less. I am under no obligations
to the democrats; when they helped
me they did so only because It helped
them. I was elected as a republican
am now a republican and hope to
die of that faith whose past Is a matter of pride to every true American
and whose future Is th salvation and
glory of our country. While I am a
republican I am here to advocate the
interests of the people of New Mexico
regardless of party. It Khali be my
constant endeavor to uplift my people
and lessen the burdens which they
are required to carry in sustaining
our government anil no one member
will surpass me in advocutlng and
brnging about all necessary reforms
In our Social and
government systems."
Heavy, Impure blond makes a muddy, pimply complt-xloii- ,
heitdatht-t- ,
nausea, indigestion. Thin blood make,
you weuk. pale, sickly, liurdock HlooJ
Hitter makes the blood rich. red.
pure restores perfect health.
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Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
209 West Railroad avenue, is
to give thorough sculp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,

bunions and ingrowing nails. Hie
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds u;i
the skin and Improves the complexion,, and is guaranteed not to be injurious. She also prepares a hair.
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moleJ,
warts and superiluous hair. Also a
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of the'
preparations
are purely vegetable
compounds. Have just added a vibrator machine for treatment of
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
is also used for rheumatism,
pains
and massage.
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BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$.50
BE8T AMERICAN BLOCK
PER TON
$.50

WOOD
(oaHnaBnaasi

810 LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR

John

$2.25 AND $2.75

S.

Beaven

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Price

A
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A lout-hintreception
lias been on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
given W. E. Murtlu of Socorro, the ef- nclent chief clerk of the council, bv Brushes and Jap-a-Ia- c
the little boys about town who knew
408 Watt Railroad Awaama
him during his residence here before, says the New Mexican. When
Mr. Martin reached the city from
Socorro, he wus the center of a group
GOING EVENTS
of old time friends in the lobby of
the Claire hotel. As soon, however.
as the lads learned that he arrived,
they quickly came to see him. Due
January ii Paul Gilmore, la Yale.
even climbed upon His back, so effu
February 1 King Hlcbsrd,
the
sive was their greeting. When some Third, by John Grrtith.
one remarked that the boys appeared
February 5 Si Hopkins.
to huve found a long-lofriend, tie
February 6 Messenger 3oy.
smiled us he iialled one of them on
February 9 Creston Clarke.
the head: "The kids and I were al- by
February 11 Jullu
Caesar
ways pals," he answered. "I'm the! Charles Hanford.
long-lost
one who lias found some
March 14 Th County Chairman.
friends. "
This Id the eanner petfoi tnauce of
the ti'aa'JB
of the
For a mild, easy uiilon
s
bowels, a single dose of l'umi's
cures
is enough
Treatment
Ciie us your ROUGH DRY w.ira.
25
cents a Monday, and get it back Weineilay
habituui constipation.
box. Ask your drunulst for them.
Imperial Lacniry Co.
st

keii-ulet-
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OF CHILD LABOR
January

recalls that when the daughter of Sir Kobort
was stricken with typhus, the Infpotlon was traced
to a stylish riding habit ordered and fitted at a correct
J t often t street shop, but finished In the tenement of a
starving tailor with two children ill of the fever. Mark-Mof the
adds the grewsome fact that nine-tentHothlng emanating from New York city Is made wholly
r partly in sweat shops which frequently are radiating
renters for disease germs.
The fact does not concern New York alone, for New
York Is the source of clothing supply for the whole
country. The danger of general disease Infection would
be startling hut for the fact that we have got used to the
condition, just as we have got used to many other hor
rible conditions that ought to startle us. but don't. Any
way, there is disease more Infectious and more deadly
than fever coming from the sweat shop, where the blood
and bones of some are stewed that the rest of us may
glutton, and that Is the social disease called poverty,
crime, anarchy. Insanity, or what you will under any
name. It comes from the same germ. The little child
that is forced to strain Its eyes, to bruise Its little hands
and to sear Its tender heart over Interminable sewing,
that the grasping employer may get a little more profit
and that the fine ludy may get her cloak a little cheaper,
is breed ir a disease germ more deadly than that of
mny fever which merely kills.
What the child forced Into labor earns Is taken from
him. but by and by he may discover that what he steals
and keeps to himself Is his to enjoy. There the founda
tion of a life of crime Is laid broad and deep. Forcing
the child to labor without reward molds his Impression
ble mind to the Idea that all labor is a cruel curse put
upon the poor by the rich. There the seed of anarchy
is planted. There are infections that burn deeper than
fevers, and there are noxious seeds that may fly far but
find soil at last.
We may get our garments cheaper because they are
weat-soakand because want and pain and hopeless
ness are sewn In In the seams. But how much more
must we pay for hospitals and asylums and prisons?
Who can estimate the loss in actual cash value. If you
whenever a hu
know no other means of measurement
Though we cannot know
man character Is degraded?
the cost we know that we must pay It. No sociologist
has ever computed, or even can compute, how much the
forces because millions of
world loses in wealth-creatin- g
hearts are dispossessed of their heritage of hope.

Jan.

26.

i,

Washington, I).
Jan. 26.
Foot stools are now so necessary
an accessory to the furnishing of
drawing rooms that the upholsterers are engaged in getting novelties for the ultra fashionable.
Mrs. Itonaparte, wife of the new
attorney general, has a historic
foot rest, used in the grand salon
of Saint Cloud by the first Napoleon. Mrs. Taft has a foot
stool purchased in London, which
Is like one which Queen Alexandra
uses when driving In her state
carriage.
Mr. Root who is nothing if not progressive, has
ordered some foot stools for the grand ambassadorial
reception room In the department of state. This chamber Is magnificently furnished in old carved mahogany,
with fine lace and silk hangings. The chairs are high
and stlft, and those diplomats who are getting toward
the shady side of life will doubtless appreciate
his
thoughtfulness.
In the white house foot stools are
making their appearance in all the state
drawing

Kl Paso is applying for a change of charter, which
will allow it to be governed by a commission Instead of
the UHual city government, composed of a mayor and
alderman.
The Citizen has looked into the subject and
it finds that the commission plan of city government does
not abridge or curtail any of the rights of the public,
neither does It tend to kill off the great political parties,
deemed essential to maintain a balance of power for good
government. What the commission plan accomplishes is
to eliminate the boss, by Increasing the power and choice
of the Individual voters. Ward and district lines are
abolished, and commissioners are elected at large, by
direct vote of the electors. Thus the ward heeler and
district leader are left with no opportunity to Influence
results, and no power for graft.
The commission Is
and appoints most
of the city officials and employes, and spends practically
all of the money. Hence the practical politician finds it
a waste of time to bother with minor offices and jobs,
If he cannot control the commission, his vocation Is gone1
By having only four men on a commission, and appeal
ing to the public to nominate candidates of high charac
ter and ability, good citizens (who ordinarily are a pa
thetlc because of the hopeless condition of city affairs)
become aroused to work and vote for an efficient and
trustworthy government.
Experience with commission government Is not con
fined to the three cities Gulveston, Nashville and
Norfolk. Houston has also fallen Into line. Des Moines
has sent a committee to Galveston and Houston to look
into and report upon this system of city government.
Kan Antonio and Fort Worth ure both agitating for the
adoption of commission government, and inside of ten
years every city in Texas Is likely to be provided with
this form of civic administration.

EXPECTATIONS OF LIFE
00,000 male and female children selected at run

doni, nearly
died the Hist month. The num
ber living at the end of the month was 90,396. At th.
end of the second month 87. 936 were living. At the end
of the third, 86.175; at the end of the fourth, 84.720; at
the end of the fifth, 83,571; at tiie end of the sixth, !
SIC; at the end of the first yeur, 77.328. The next four
years reduces the number to 62.4-18which shows that
37,552 die before the completion of the fifth year.
At the end of 25 years 49,995 remain; at 52 years.
S3.S34; at 58 ft years. 25.000; Ht 67 years, 20,000; at 7
years, 10,000; at 81 years, ri.o: while between that ago
and 100, all but 10 die.
From statistics of insurance companies it would up
pear that If u boy lives until he is 10 yearn of age he may
reasonably expect to live DO years longer. At 15 he may
expect to live 46.6 years; at 20, 43 years; at 25, 39
years; at 30, 35.8 years; at 35. 32.2 years; at 4ft, 28
years; at 45, 24.8 yeurs; at 50. 21.2 years; at 55, 17
years; at 60, 14.5 years; at 65, 11.6 years; at 70, 9 years
at 75, 6.3 years, at 80, 4.8 years; at 85, 3.4 years; at 90,
2.1 years.
Girls of 10 may expect to live 4b years. From this
time until they ure 40 their expectations are u littlo less
than those of a man. From 40 to 53 a woman has
little better chance than a man, and ut 53 both may ex
pect to live 19.15 years.
Then her chances dlniinis
more rapidly than a man's until at 90 she may expect to
live only 1.85 years longer.
th

e

The organization of the lioost. i Club, it the c.in- elusion of the I'.ulns haniUcl. I.c I night, as an era-l- f
t
making event in the history of A lbu.
carried
ill the spirit of its Inception, the motto .f ",n,()(nt pi
1912 will lie neither a uiyih nor an
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Congregational Clmrcli Broadway
nnd Coal. Morning service 11 o'clock.
The quartette composed of Mrs.
Mrs. Washburn, Mr. Gould
and Mr. Stone will render "O Jesus
Thou Art Standing."
Soprano solo, Mrs. Silbernagel.
Sermon, Rev. J. H. Heald.
Evening
solo,
service Soprano
Mrs. Silbernagel. Sermon, Rev. J. H.
Heald, "Finding the Life by Losing
It."

SOLOMON LUNA,

WILLIAM MclNTOSH. Pretldesl

f

cSa

cordially welcomed. Morning worship
at II a. m., with sermon by Rev.
Samuel Blair, D. D., superintendent
of the mission. At the morning hour
J. G. Gould will sing "Rock of Ages,"
by Remlck. Junior League meets at
3 o'clock.
Epworth League at 6:30,
closing at 7:16. Evening worship at
7:30. There will be special music at
this service and Dr. Blair will speak.
Strangers cordially welcomed and the
public Invited to all services. The
church Is situated on the corner of
Lead Avenue and South Third street.
First Iresbytcrian Church Corner
Fifth street and Silver avenue, Hugh
Cooper, pastor. Service at 11 a.
m. ond 7:30 p. m.
Morning theme,
"Marcus Whitman. The Missionary
Evening
theme,
Hero."
"Marcus
Whitman's Ride to Save Oregon."
day:
Musical selections for the
Organ "See the Conquering Hero
Comes"
Handel
Anthem "He That Standeth In the
Selected
House of the Lord"
f.
Prof. Ellis
"The Holy City"
Anthem "The God of Abraham
Dudley Buck
Praise"
"Nearer My God to Thee"
Prof. Ellis
The Sunday school meets at 9:45
a. m. The annual meeting of the con
gregation will be held on Monday at
7:30 p. m. The public Is most cor
dially invited to all the services of
the church.
First Baptist Cliurcli Broadway
and Lead avenue. Sunday school at
9:45 a. m., J. A. Hammond superintendent. Public worship at 11 a. m.
and 7:30 p. m., with sermons by the
pastor, J. W. T. McNIel. Young people's meeting at 6:45 p. m.
Special rnuslc at morning service.
Organ Prelude Eplthalamlum . . .
R. Huntington Woodman
Anthem BleRsed Be the Name of
Adams
the Lord"
A. Foote
Offertory Pastorale
Boch
Postlude Alia Bleve
Special music, evening service:
Organ Prelude Intermezzo
Alfred Hollins
Adams
Solo "Face to Face"
Prof. J. N. Cabdy.
Offertory Song Without Words...
Mendelssohn
Organ Postlude March .... Wagner
speak
at the
Rev. Mr. Varney will
Baptist mission. Seventh and Mounp.
on
Mon
m
and
tain Road at 3:45
day evening he will preach at the Mt.
Olive Baptist church on Lead avenue.
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First Methodist Fplsoopal Cliurcli

Rev. J. C. Rollins, D. L., pastor. The
Sunday school meets at 9:45, all are

J
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lUlclMTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Tremnrer.

Successor! to

,

MEL1NI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GlOMl.
WMOLKBALK DMTALKmB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

Month

kttp trarytblag

In Hock to outfit tbo
moat fastidious bar eomploto
Have been appointed exclusive agents In tha Southwett for Jos.
W

Boy's fine overcoats. .. . $ 3.75
$14.50
$25 Men's overcoats
$20 Men's suits, good as
$12.50
made
$14 business suits for . ... 8.75
Elegant Ladles fur for . . . .$ 4.75

$6

Railroad Aw.

A. D. Johnson

Humphrey

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it.
COOK with

Half of

it

Simple,
GENERAL

Cheap,

CONTRACTOR

Economical.

NKAft GOLD ANO 9KVKNTM
AUTO. PMONK NO, 308

The Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light

EAT MORE

and Power Co.
Corner
'v.
4
v.

V

C

Iff

Gold

r&Zll

Fourth and
AteniiB

Phone Red 08
fBDaaVjajaMsjaVMsMP

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

(Eighty-fiv- e

Coactdtd today to be the best in the world

hvssmv4

E&m,

Chickering & Sons Pianos

i;L
t-

'

-L

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

Xr H I'rrtON
MUSIC CO..
(Established 1882.)

of the most

of foods
nutritious
K'ood. wholesome bread
and less of
tinand note your gain
in health. Iitto in money saving, because bread is cheaper than ineots
and
Just as gratifying
to the appetite. To get the best bread
and other Hour products, always order "iii rn:it c iifam."

gyr-m-

-

ment plan.
116 South

to

8cond street.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

F. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PIONEER BAKERY,
rjvrarr.

aouTM riRBT

n
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Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In music
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street.
Both Phonos.

.

iim:r.

.

8chlitz, Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard branda of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell the straight article as received by us from the best vlaeries.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Friee Ust,
Issued to dealers only.

E. M AH ARAM
S16 W

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company
t

All Goods Are New And
Stylish.

RrleCutrorRtotThl

Cnu. Mellnl, SvcreUry

3. D. Eakln, President.
O. Oloml, Vice President.

NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF

1

In her silting loom a dado of
biich hark with pipes, guns and
bunting knives. Alpenstocks and
vvooileii drinking
cups,
used In
li.-of pictures, gives a sylvan effect.
Bearskins form the carpet
and all the furnishings fire of rus-twood, innocent of paint or

Pis

r

itr.n iv
it
A on rn.i's
mule, branded
OINTMKNT is guaranteed
right thigh, vvith white colar mark to i'AZu
cure
any
case of Itching, iillnd,
around sli..u,b rs. Will sell at city lilecdiiijj or l'rotudiiiK
Tiles In 6 to
pound We.lnes.lav
Jlin. 30, at 10 14 days or money refunded.
"Jack" Moig.ui, upon whom the mantle of In failiei
60c
M.
n'rhuk A.
o
has fallen, is said to be a chip ot the old block
TUori. McMILLIN,
It would M'i'iii to take a laiuc pile of chips lo slack
I low to t ore ilillldaliis.
City Marshal
up to "I'ierp "
"To enjoy freedom from ChilJohn Kemp. F.ast Otis-fielAMI ITi:K .IAN. SNTH OCR blains." writes
Sle , "I apply Hucklen's Arnica
t 'nd.
Vol k In s cripp .1 r.ittic.
HI) NO. 1.
A st i in lit New
WILL
M
I'llONi:
MBI'lt
With bab no pillow
galore 1..
Have also used it for salt
. I IJC, mej-tJMII'TH FIRST Salve.
orinal c iiditions there liallu l ipple tile pedestrian'.
giving an aromatic
dur to the en STRFJ.T.
d
rheum wlih excellent results."
room, and u few growing plants In the windows,
tire
to
sores,
cure
Indolent
fever
e
posi-thf
Alexi.-igive
a cabinet
Admiral
The cxar is to
one could lmugiue the room In the heart of the great
i'Ol.l'Mltl S ulcers, idles, burns, wounds, frost
TOMORROW 1UK
onlv sure way lo get hllli
fjon. This Beni to b.
lilies and
diseases, iic at all
mountains, instead of a modern, steam Inated, elec- HOTKL WILL BKKYK Tlli:iK RI-:i. .
killed off.
drug stores.
i i. ak km; i nii hi'v
trically light .....i apartment house,
ty

,g2
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St. Paul's Lutheran 4liurcli Cor-Rener Sixth and Silver.
Ernest
Moser, pastor. Sunday school at 9:30
a. m.; morning worship with German
sermon at 11 o'clock; English service
and sermon at 7:30 p. m. Tou are
most cordially Invited.

Washington, U. C, Jan. 26.
Several of the most valued women
clerks working for the secretary
of state have long passed the allotted age of
Mrs. Kllza Grldley, mother of the
hero who commanded the Olympic during the battle of Manila,
Is almost eighty, yet she holds one
of the most responsible positions
in the general land office, and
she knows more about records
and land law than any other six
clerks In the department.
Miss Mason, a woman Hearing
the same uge, is a pillar of strength
and the hope and reliance of
young army and navy officers in
the library of war records. She
Is the daughter of a former minister to France.
In
the department of justice are many women nearly
seventy, some of them wives and daughters of former
Judges and magistrates, who work faithfully and In- telligently and who are prized more highly than the
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
frivolous butterflies of forty or odd, who compose th
great working mass of the departments.
Neither the secretary of state nor the attorney
The following quotations were re
general approves of the old retirement law, so far as ceived by F. Graf & Co., brokers,
their feminine clerks figure, though they heartily ap- over their own private wires from
prove of their voluntary retirement with a pension.
New York, room 37, Harnett Build
ing:
Washington, I). ('., Jan. 26.
stiM-ks- .
New
Golden brown Is the hue for the American SugarYork
131 '4
gown, the hat,
the boots and Amalgamated Copper
112 Mi
gloves nf the fashionable woman, American Smelters
14643
in the face of the fact that the American Car Foundry
103
Paris autocrats have decreed that Atchison com
278 K
dove color should he the fad of Anaconda
US',
the early winter. Mrs. Nicholas Baltimore ami Ohio
75 t
Longwoith has been dinging to Brooklyn Rapid Transit
181
Pacitlc:
Canadian
ever
brown
since her return from Colorado Fuel
51
the seat of fashion. Paris.
16
C. G. W. coin
Mrs. Alice is lather neutral in Ki le coin
38 H
1 37
her coloring, having little pink in Louisville ami Nashville
S6j4
her creamy complexion, with light Missouri Pacific
23
hair and eyebrow's, and American Mexican Central
127 '.4
modistes always held their hands N. Y. C
70,;
in horror when she essayed to National Lead
153'i,
Northern Pacific
wear brown. lint in Paris this Ontario
45
and Western
verdict was reversed, and lo, never Pennsylvania
134
president's
has the
daughter looked so chic. So a Hock Island coin
2t?
:
wave of brown is sweeping the country.
125 '
Reading
93V
At tile Jockey club amenities in Washington
Southern Pacific
146
of the women were in brown.
All the brides St. Paul
28 '4
Railway
gowns, and
are ordering brown golng-awa- y
he fool- Southern
. 1S7
Chicago & N, V
ish maidens who hearkened
to Paris
and bought I'nion Pacific
,.173
autumn outfits of gray are grieving I secret
.
45 T4
I. S. S. coin
deling a second costume of brown.
105 y.
I.'. S. S. pf.l
.
31
Greene Con
Washington. D. '.. Jan. 6.
.180
Calumet and Arizona . . .
5 'a
.
M s. Wni.
S.
Cowies, sister of Santa Fe Copper
,. 54
Iioniinlou
old
President Roosevelt, brought some Copper Range
.
91 'i
KM artistic
trophies from her camp North Uutle
.113
In the Adtiandacks last summer Miaiinnn
oil.
.5ti
and no home is more effectively May cotton
ib'coraied with the richness of na- Total sales ;,li6,!00.
l
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Highland M. iTThiiroli South 318
South Arno street.
Services at 11
a. m. and 7:30
v. m.
Epworth
League at 6:30 p. m. Strangers are
earnestly
Invited O. p. Holliday,
pastor.

-

New Mexican. New Mexico
so eager for slal
hood because it desires Hie largest amount of local self
government for its people.
This being the cast-- , why
should not the people take the largest share of self
Kwvernment possible under a tei lit.n ial form? Why vest
this government in a chief executive appointed at Washington without consulting the wishes of the people? Why
should not the pec pie elect Iheii nun district attorneys
and fill the vacancies In such ulliees as they have a right
to choose'.' lines it nut seem strange to shout for
for iifty years yet neglect to appropriate
and make use of such self gnvei uincnt as is also granted''
Certainly the people of New Mexico have outgrown childhood and can be entrusted by their own representative
with their selection of their own county officials and
their own district attorneys. Naturally kings and their
sycophants look 'with disfavor upon any curtailment of
their prerogatives anil it lakes parliaments and the pen-pioften a long time to secure their own, hut eventually
government by the people inu.l prevail.

IMT.

Christian
tliurchCorner Gold
avenue and Broadway; Ernest E.
Crawford, minister. Sermon at 11 a.
Crawford, minister. Regular services
tomorrow with preaching by the

Fix

GOVERNMENT BY COMMISSION

one-ten-

Christian SclenroServlcea will be
held in the Grant building, room
25, Sunday at 11
Subject.
a. m.
'Love." Wednesday
evening ser
vices at 8 o'clock.
Heading room
open dally from 2 to 4 p. m.

ers display their Imported walking
hats of silk, felt and velvet, at
least so far as the sport loving
maidens must bo counted.
Th!
golf courses were white with sail
or nuts or straw and braid until a few days ago. Miss Elklns
Invariably donned a dapper little
sailor of yellow straw and over
it a long, embroidered chiffon veil,
sometimes white, often green, and
again black when she wore a som
ber habit.
In the country houses, where
the week-en- d
parties flourish, even
as in the land of the titled gen- ry, the woman who would wear a tilmmed felt hat
would be utterly frowned down. In walking and rid
ng parties all the headgear is of the simplest variety
and suggests a promenade on the beach, during the
dog days, rather than a protection against the winds
of bleak January.

ed

1
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tt,

St. John's Kplscopal Church Sil
ver avenue and Fourth street. Sunday school at 10 a. m. Morning
service at 11 a. m. Kvenlng service at
7:30 o'clock.
, .

ger-niu-

Washington, I).

F. H. STRONG

Worship

All In vain do the modish millin
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When a visitor enters tht drawing room of Senator Foraker's
mansion in Washington, big baskets of scarlet snge placed In sunny recesses give a cheery welcome.
are not
Hut these adornments
Onfrely temporary affairs to be
changed with the passing day.
They are growing in cleverly concealed tin trays, and with proper care they will bloom all the,
winter as profusely as on the
summer lawn. They are prime
favorites this year for house plants,
and the use of rustic baskets Instead of stlft Jardinieres Is likewise coming Into favor.
The dining room of Admiral
nd Mrs. Pewey is made brilliant with sage and
In vivid green baskets.
Borne hostesses, who
re more esthetic, prefer gilt baskets, and they give
n effective setting to the bright flowers.
Scarlet be
gonias are as practical as the sage, though less hardy.
Mrs. Roosevelt has a basket of begonia on the table
of her sitting room In the west corridor of the white
house and It Is rarely without blossoms. ttoxes of
sage on library and dining windows are becoming
popular. The office of the secretary of war is gay with
such house plants, the gift of a neighboring school.

t. mccrkhjht,

Business Manager.

Kriwln Markham, In nn article In the
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is a deep thinker, talks well and for Paul Gllmore, In "The Mummy
meets every emergency with decision and the Humming Bird," and Is thereand prompt action.
fore quite well known to the newspapers of the city.
He Is a most
Among the bills said to be In pro- pleasant gentleman to do business
cess of formation for the considera with.
tion of the legislative assembly Is
At the Church of the Saen Heart.
one for the revision of all territorial South Albuquerque, this morning,
nt
laws. The provisions of the hill con- 8 o'clock, were united In I ho
tain an act for the creation of a com
of wedlock Felipe Chaves, son
mission of three to make needed of the late Don Francisco
In
changes In the statutes and to co- life time a prominent sheepChaves,
raiser of
operate with the proper committee" Pajarlto, wealthy land owner
aivd
In both house.
merchant of the place, the mother
being Dtina Emilia S. de Chaves,
It Is currently reported that a bill resides on south Third street. who
The
has been prepared, having for its pur bride being Miss Vlctorlana Baca, the
pose the taking from the governor al' pretty and accomplished daughter
of Captain Nlssen Finds Atore
power over the mounted police force Don Antonio Baca and Dona Leonor,
and to Increase the force to double Its his wife, of the well known and
Attractive Quarters For the
present size.
Should the new bill prominent family of that name in
become a law, It is said that there territory. Mr. and Mrs. Antonio the
S.
Promulgation of His Work.
would be two captains of mounted Chaves acted as best man and bridespolice located In different portions of maid at the ceremony.
The young
the territory and that the mountel couple will make their home In this
The local branch of the Salvation
policemen would receive a slight in- city, the bridegroom being one of the
Army has moved from Its old quarcrease In pay.
employes of the J. Korber
ters at 2 lo Copper avenue to its new
hall on Sliver avenue, opposite the
An overwhelming majority of citipostoftlce. The first service will be
zens residing In Carlsbad, Roswell,
held at the new barracks next WedHngerman, Lnkcwood and Lake Ar- ONE JOHNSON-KENNED- Y
nesday nt 8 o'clock p. m.,nnd will be
thur hnve declared against any diaddressed by Rev. Holllday of the
vision of the Pecos valley counties
On
and are so Informing legislators.
HAS DUAL PERSONALITY Highland Methodist church.
Thursday evening Rev. J. C. Rollins of
Outside of the few Interested parties
the
Lead Avenue church will deliver
there is no demand for division and
an address and on Friday Rev. Hugh
It Is generally recognized that any "AIN'T IT FI NNY WHAT
A.
Cooper
of the Presbyterian church
such action would greatly Injure the
.11 'ST A
FFAV
will speak.
success and advancement of the whole
HOURS MAKK?"
Saturday night the meeting will be
valley. Boswell and Carlsbad citizens
have wired In their protests to the
William Kennedy, who nays he Is a addressed by Copt. Nlssen and on
assembly.
bridge painter, started to figuratively Sunday. February 3, a special prosmear a little of the red variety in gram has been arranged. The new
Heport has It that Superintendent Albuquerque yesterday afternoon and quarters are more advantageously loof Public Instruction Hiram Hadley particularly last night when he was cated than were the old and It Is
and other educators In the territory on the point of having a fistic argu- hoped by the army people that they
to the
will try to secure legislation and ment with a hack driver. The police will prove more attractive
changes In the present school laws of lodged Kennedy In the city Jail. This public. '
the territory before the adjournment morning he pleaded guilty to a charge
The Right Same.
of the thirty-sevent- h
legislative as- of being drunk and disorderly and
Mr. August Shcrpe. the popular
sembly. A meeting of the territorial Judge Crawford gave him five days
overseer of the poor at Fort Madison,
board of education will probably be at work on the streets.
According to the police. Kennedy la., says: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
called within a few weeks to consider
the needs of the schools, especially Is a sort of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde are rightly named; they act more
those In rural districts.
When he was arrested agreeably, do more good and make
The board personage.
will probably call Into consultation last night he was Johnson, a reform- one feel better than any other laxathe proper legislative committees so ed patrolman.
In the personality of tive." Guaranteed to cure biliousthat the laws drafted may be compre- Johnson, (the evil predominating) ness and constlpitlon. ?5c at all drug
hensive and sutiablo to all concerned. Kennedy declared he had served on stores.
the "foorce" of a California rlty for
RANCH EGGS.
three years. He was trying to start
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
For fresh eggs, one or two days old
trouble with a hack driver wheh
phone Black 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
the police gathered hlni In.
street and Mountain road.
V. A. George, of Winslow, Ariz.,
Is here looking after business mat- RRAWIXIl l.MIIBITS 1IY
NYH.WI'SK PI PII.S.
ters.
Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 26. There is
Kxtra music at skating rink to- a capital exhibition of drawings
by
night. Hear Mr. Reynolds sing "The the pupils In the grade and high
Bundeluro."
schools throughout the state at the
HepresentH lives Amos Green and annual convention of the New York
Robert Martin, of Socorro county, state teachers which is being held
were among the delegates homeward here today.
State Superintendent
Drayer, of Albany, delivered the
bound last night.
I.
Father Mnndalaii said priestly rites opening address, and Superintendent
over the body of Miss Marie Beard at McAndrew, who has Investigated
America's Leading
of
the Church of the Immaculute Conteachers
salaries
ception this morning at 9 o'clock, thoroughly, spoke as to the necessity
Tragedian,
where her funeral wus attended by a of increasing salaries all round. Addresses
will
be
also
by
Prolarge number of friends and Immedidelivered
fessor Flnley, president of the Uniate relatives.
versity
New
of
York,
Mr.
and
Hughes
Harvey Richards, councilman from
Socorro county, spent a short time of Toronto, a well known Canadian
educationalist
will
speak
on
"The Rehere last night. After a visit to his
home town, San Marcial, he will re- lation of Art to the School." There
and a superior combe a reception and dinner in the
turn to Santa Fe In time for the open- will
High school this afternoon.
ing of the legislature on Monday.
pany in a majestic
Mr. and Mrs. Bolcslo Romero came
There are 4.6SO Smiths In the Lonrevival ol Shakin last night from Los Lunas, In or- don directory.
But If the London
espeare's immortal
der to be present at the marriage of directory is like most others this does
Mrs. Romero's brother, Felipe Chave?, not give a clew to the number of
tragedy
which occurred this morning In the Smiths in London.
Church of the Sacred Heart.
Notice.
Mrs. W. H. Coloman, from Mexico
All parties interested in the con
City, who has been visiting relatives
cement
struction
of
walks, work guarIn this city, has returned to her home.
Mrs. Coleman was accompanied by anteed, please leuve orders, nt the of
her sister-in-laMiss Lucy Coleman, fice of La Opinion Publlea. All arwho will spend some time In seeing rangements for work of that kind
will be made at the above office.
the sights of the sister republic.
Neu I'li-- Proof
Equipment
LOUIS TRUJILLo.
Miss Lou Hughes, one of the prinNovel Electrical EfTc-lIllcli
cipal stenographers of the council of
Continuing,
and Correct
TIIF.Y
MAKE FAILURES
Kr.lt
the territorial legislative assembly, AT
startling
Battle Tableaux and Every
THE
COM M BI S
HOTEL;
came down from the capital last night TIIEIIt MEALS
Advantage.
ALWAYS
ARE
to enjoy Saturday and Sunday with GOOD.
75c, $1.0(1 anil $1.50
Prices
her mother, Mrs. Thos. Hughes. She
will return to Santa
Fe Monday
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITEl
Sale of seats begins Wednesday,
morning.
ELEPHANT.
at Malson's book store.
Carl Lehman, field secretary of the
Colorado Christian Endeavor Union,
hns been kindly loaned to New Mexico and will hold rally services with
the Christian Endeavor societies of
the city on next Friday, Saturday
and Sunday.
Mr. 1ihman
comes
very highly recommended as o speaker and all endenvorers should make
an effort to hear him.
That our stock of Groceries, Meats and
The funeral of the late Howard H.
Provisions
is always complete and our prices are right
Chevs was held this Afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at Borders' undertaking parSTOP AND TAKE A LOOK
lors.
Interment was at Fall-viecemetery. Mr. Chess died of complior telephone your order to the
cations yesterday morning In the
Highlands. His father, who came to
CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET
the bedside from Indiana, was in attendance at the funeral
with the
friends of the deceased.
LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY
BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL
The local order of the Brotherhood
orders solicited and prompt delivery to all parts of city. Give us a
of Railway Trainaien was In charge
trial order.
Our new Telephone Number Is 51.
of the funeral of J. P. Jobson. the
hrukemun on the Santa Fe coast lines
who died In Albuquerque of Blight's
disease. Mi". Reynolds sang and Rev.
Mr. Ross, rector of the Episcopal
church, ofllciatcd.
The funeral was
held In Sti g's chapel at 2:30 o'clock
this afternoon. The body was buried
at Fail view cemetery.
Where to Dine Well
The ladies of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union were entertained Friday afternoon by Mrs. David Stewart of East Coal avenue.
In
Open Day and Night.
uddltlon to regular business, arrangements were made for holding a ValMeals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
entine social In February, ulso for a
Demorest medal contest sometime In
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
March. Mrs. Hawthorne of the Woand Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
man's Christian Temperance
Union
of Buffalo,; N. Y., was present and
I
gave an interesting talk on "The
White Ribbon Badge."
Col. J. G. Albright, one of the high
oilki.-ilof the Improved Order of
Red Men, who has been organizing
lodges in Wyoming und Idaho with
great success, came in on the flyer
today, to enjoy u few duys with Mrj.
Albright before the latter goes east
to Join their daughter. Miss Claude,
who left the other day for Washington. Col. Albright's general appearg
ance would indicate thut he Is
immensely in the lodge organizing business, and ho has not regretted the. day he went out of the
From 213 West Railroad Ave.
newspaper business and entered some
otln r field of labor.
A. Iteiiuick Sanders, the advance
icpi seiitative for John Giifliih, In
"Richard, the Third," is in the city,
Raynolds' New Building
und today made arrangements with
Manager Matson for IhLs greut urtor
and his powerful company to appcur
at tin- - Elks' upeia house, Friday
night. Feb.
Mr. Sanders Informed
The Evening Citizen
this morning
that Mr. GriiUlh und company will
come to this city on a special train
from Denver, mid day here one night,
February 1. doubling back and slopping nt Las Vegas on February 2,
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
and them u direct to Kansas City. No
stops will be made on leaving
SHER.UAN-WILLIA3 PAINT Covers more, loon best, wean the
at uny of the towns in Cololongest, moBt economical; full measure.
or
along
rado
Kansas
the main line of
BUILDlNii PAPEK Always lo stock, planter, Lime. Cement, PalLt,
the Santa Fe road until Kansas City
Glasi, Sash, Doors, Etc.
Is leached.
Mr. Sanders was here
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
two years iiKo us the advance agent

SALVATION ARMY

HAU LAST NIGHT

This Exquisite Brass Bed
A Value of Values

holy-bond- s

Largely Attended and Immensely
joyed Was the Occasion,

En-

Say All.
PLEASING AND PROFITABLE TALKS
BY LEADING ALBUQUERQUE
If you diil not attend the Hums'
celebration, Bt the Klks' opera house,
last night, you missed one of the
Who could
events of a
have thought that more thmi 200
men wosld gather on such an occasion, claiming the right to participation In honoring the "peasant
poet" of the world, on the ground of
consanguinity, propinquity or adula-tJoThe consensus of opinion In Albuquerque today la that among all
the noted affairs of a Roclal character
in the history of the Duke Cltylhe
1907 Burns banquet broke the record for success In every particular.
The Klks gave their lodge room
for the occasion, and It may be said
that the said lodge room la the most
spacious, the most artUtically adorned and the most excellent In accous-tl- c
properties In all the broad southwest land.
The tables consisted of a trident,
(he base running across the hall from
north to south, while the three prongs
projected from the base far down to
the eastern extremity. Henry Ooets
furnished the viands for the banquet, and the waiters were numerous,
attentive, courteous and efficient, under Dave Combs and were all white.
It Is doubtful If one could find a banquet better served In any city of the
east, whatever its size.
That the
liquids were all that the pure food
laws could require, many nn enlarged
head has testified today.
The Ellis orchestra of more than a
dozen pieces the exact number The
Oltizen man tried frequently to count,
but they wouldn't sit still rendered
music equally excellent and appropriate. This is a musical organization
of which Albuquerque may well boast
that Its equal cannot be found elsewhere In the southwest. If they need
any aid, let the Roosters' club see to
It, for it Is an honor and it it essential
to the city.
Among the speeches differentiation
would be difficult. To judge from the
appplause which each speaker rewere more
ceived, the banqueters
than pleased. Ulght here it must be
said that R. W. Hadilen is a model
r.
before
His remarks
and after each toast were appropriate. Interesting, witty and instructive, while they were nppetizingly flavored with new and enjoyable
dotes.
Judge R. F. Adams led the program
with an able eulogy on the poet. Dr.
in
W. O. Tight told of Scotsmen
America, in a way which was both
Instructive and amusing. The reply
down
by P. M. McCullum brought
eo. H. Klo'ck was elothe house.
quent and nble in his remarks on the
president the henrers fully endorsing
his fitting tribute to America's chief
executive. H. It. Fergusson was never known to fall below the demands
life-tim- e.

n.

toast-maste-

KING

of any occasion, but last night his
talk about the governor added new
leaves to his laurel crown. His reference to the Integrity and good purpose of the governor was
greeted
with long and enthusiastic thunders
R. W. D. Ilryan had
of applause.
little to say about the "army and
navy," the subject to which he was
assigned, but he made one of the
happiest hits of the evening when
speaking of the plowman whose birth
was being commemorated.
In the
absence of Colonel Dohson, who was
out of the city. Dr. Chumberlln responded in a vein which was equally
happy ii nd Instructive. Of the next
toast, "The Press," to which a Citizen
man responded, this paper quotes the
flattering report of its morning contemporary: "One of the very best
talks of the occasion was that by Dr.
George T. Gould on "The Press, and
gales of laughter swept among his
hearers from the time he got up until
he sat down. It was one of the wittiest speeches ever made at any banquet, und fairly convulsed the crowd.
The response from W. S. Burke was
read by the toaslmaster.
Mr. Burke
being unable to be present.' By a
curious coincidence both speakers
had arrived at the conclusion that
that kind of "press meant was not
the printed page, but another kind of
press at which Bobble Burns was
said to be an adept." Mayor McKee
hearlened every true Albuquerque-a- u
by his brief
but encouraging
synopsis of this city's present condition ami Its Immediate future. J. N.
Coffin,
representing
Albuquerque's
greatest industry, rivaling in Importance even the Santa Ke railway's
activity, was exceptionally good, emphasizing as It did the need that
every man keep his mind fully fixed
on his business. Geo. W. Stubbs spoke
well on the golden future of the
southwest, meaning New Mexico, and
It certainly seemed golden as preof a well
sented from the view-poiInformed mining man. He let some
hints fall about the great ditch to
run down the valley and the Bmelter
to be established below the stock
yards, which warmed the cockles' of
every- Albuquerque heart. T. N.
who followed and closed the
regular toasts, changed his theme
from "The Ladles," to "Woman," and
his eloquent but brief remarks left
every man with a more tender feeling for mother, wife, daughter, sweetheart or sister than ever he had before.
Success, In great big letters, Is the
summation of all comments on the
Burns banquet, and too much praise
cannot be given to Willie Macbeth,
Bobble Hadden und Dannie
the committee who had the
arrangements In charge, for one of
the most enjoyable functions Albuquerque ever has known.
nt
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STRONG FARMER LASSIES

RICHARD, THE

;kii i nn

r

Wil-kerso- n.

Mac-pherso- n,

TAKE

THIRD, IS COMING
loiiN

CITIZENS

srPEitu

COMPANY WILL UK llF.lIK
Fid DAY. Fl'.llKt AKY I.

John Griflith is coming here on
Friday night. Feb. 1, to play Shakespeare's tragcly "King liiehurrt the
Third" at Klks' theater. No actor of
the present day seems to have the
physical and mental qua lilies of Mr.
Griffith, so f;ir as fitness for this most

THEJHAMPIONSHIP

VARSITY DF.FEATF.O LAST NIGHT
TO IN KF.FF.KF.FS ltl l..
IGK AUK Ol FSTIONF.D

crowded house at the Casino lust
night saw the girls' team of the New
Mexico University go down to defeat
under the weight of their heavier rivals for territorial championship honors. The score at the end of the last
half was 11 to 18 and the game was
marked by many fouls, but two fields
goals were thrown throughoul
the
A

play.

arduous role is concerned. He represents the uniniuted. strenuous type
of actor th big, manly, wholesome
fellcw who appeals to admirers of
rugged, healthful
masculinity.
ills
devotion to Shakespeare Is almost abnormal, and there's no apparent limit
to the enthusiasm he displays in his
representalion of the dominant characters in the great master's plays. On
the occasion of bis coming visit his
manager promises the support of a
most excellent company, with brilliant scenic and costume equipment.
Mr. Griffith's appearance as Kichard
baa in every illy of his route, caused
great enthusiasm and drawn tremendous audiences.

i.r.cTi itr.

at

ri

i:i;i

i

a

.

On next Friday ufternoon Mr. John
Griltilli, the eminent tragedian, will
he the guesl of the university, where
he will deliver a lecture on "William
Shakespeare and His plays."
Mr.
Gritlith and his company produce a
revival of "King Richard the Thin!"
at the Klks' theater on Friday night,
and as a compliment to the university
Mr. Griffith lias consented to give this
The students studying a
lecture.
number of plays of Shaken pea rial the colli ge arc naturally very much
Inli rested in Mr. Grillith's coining to

With the score 9 to 6 at the end
of the first half things looked bright
for the Varsity but the visitors took
a decided brace and apparently played the game for all it was worth in
the second half. The Varsity gamely tried to prevent the visitors from
winning but they were overwhelmed.
Add to the superior weight of their
opponents the Varsity's inability to
toss the pikskin through the basket
when they had free tiies nt the goal,
and at a time when scores meant
winning or losing the game, and you
have the cause of their defeat.
The visitors, on the other hand, appeared to be able to throw a goal
most any old time they felt disposed
anil in the second half ran their score
up almost at will.
us heard at
Considerable protest
the rulings of Referee J. G. Miller of
Mesilla Park and a rule book was in
evidence several times to decide disputed points. The disputes usually
arose over his Interpretation of what
constituted rough play. Umpire IJer-ge- r
repeatedly urged the disqualification of Miss Vivian Bedding, an A.
C. player, und the referee admitted
that she would have been disqualified several times and when the same
occasion would occur again he would
go over the name route again.
Honors for the star playing are divided between Miss Franklin for the
Varsity and Misses Connolly and Beading of the Agricultural college
After the game there Van dancing
until midnight
when the crowd
caught special cars to Albuquerque.
The teams lined up as follows:
Varsity Misses
Murphy,
Nevln. Bonny Murphv. captain, and
Franklin.
Agricultural College Misses Redding, captain; Brown, Inniing Ortiz.
Connolly and Buvens.
The College team was accompanied
by Miss Maud Morrison, chaperon; J.
o. Miller, official referee; Davis Foster, manager, and G. B. Miller, coach.
The visitors returned
home lnt
n'gbt on Santa Fe train Nn. d.

POLITICAL POINTERS

this city and have also expressed their
H"i II B Holt, lumber of tin
desire of attending bis evening per- house from Dona Ana and litem
counties, is one of the most ncfive'
formance in large parlies.
j men
In the legislative assembly and.
YOURS
FOR
THE
TAKING
us anility und experience in legislaLUNCH
AT
FREE
THE WHITE EL tive matters give him considerable'
EPHANT.
, pit life
union),' bis colleagues,
H.. I
--

K

mm

An offering fur above what
you have ever known at the
price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
tubing In the highly polished
F I LI I I I 1 m
or satin tnusn; thoroughly wen
made, with cross supports and
heavy spindles.
Come prepared for a big sur
prise, as you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
yjp you have ever eeen.
In placing our order before
"
tue late advance, we are able
to offer this bed In either finish, full size or three-quartHire at
TWKNTY-1-IVHOLLARS wortJi THIRTY-FIVPOLLARD.
.

K

Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties
and

Designs.

ALBERT FABER'S
.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

REPORT OFJTHE CONDITION
OK

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1 907

RESOURCES

Elks' Opera House

.

E

Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Due from other Panks

ONE NIGHT ONLY
Friday, Feb.

) 1,005, 430. 28

6.03C.SE
13,421.17

117,4.2
367,605. S3
11,508. 963. 7S

LIABILITIES

JOHN
GRIFFITH

Capital Paid Up
Surplus end Profits
Deposit

$

150,006.00
59,044.

tl

1.299.61MS
$1,509,963.79

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:
I, W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER.
V. P. & Cash.
Subscrld and sworn to before me this 8th day of

King Richard
"the Third

January,

A. D. 1907.

Noi-ni- c

R. M. MERRITT,

s

Notary Public.
Correct-Attes-

t:

SOLOMON

LUNA,

J. C. BALDRIDGE,
W. J. JOHNSON,

V

Directors.

Please Remember

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

lighter,

duties

the care

let,

The telephone preserve ymm
health, prolongs your life ad
protects your homo.
IN

YOU

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
views or
Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

...

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

Iridcr Wnvuy Hi itel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

8gjfa:
We

s

REMOVAL

French Bakery . .

the

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Santa Fe Restaurant

.

make

and the worries fewer.

CHAMPION GROCERY COMPANY

pros-peiin-

telephone

Borradaile
117 W.

&. Co,
Gold Ave.

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 622 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all druf
habits undertaken.
The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; yeu
to judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK, M. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.

Albuquerque,

1

J.

New-Mexic-

C.

Have Your Hand

Read by Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

New Mexico

Mme. Le Normand

BALDRIDGE

Has Arrived, Will Remain a Short Time Only
the past present and future. Reunites hepurated, tells bow
the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to sui
ceej in business, speculations, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.
lti:AI)(J. 25 AM) 60 fKXTS AM IP.
KOOM 33 CiltAMD CKNTUAL UOTKL.
'IV-li-s

to

ALBDQDEKQDE
000 tons extra weight to the superlightweight, who Is now In
structure, to Increase fts carrjing cabns w ritten to Johnny Moon-epacity. Mr. Honsovelt. In resigning,
asking the latter to use his Insaid he would nut be responsible fur fluence to get him ii bout In Rhode
a great disaster If the bridge fell, as Island. 1'ieiKlergast mny be match
Mr. nodding, hu designer, had said ed to box Turn Quill at Thronton,
the bridge whs then carrying nil the i:. I.
weight It could safely support. The
Another chance will be given Jack
10.000 tons are added with 10,000 (Twin) Sullivan, of New England, to
more In the superstructure and regain the laurels which he lost re
goodness only knows how many ad- cently w lien lira i en ny jmi i lynn,
ditional thousand tons of weight, In if Pueblo, Colo., after twenty rounds,
loaded trolley nnd bridge cars nnd before the Pacific' A. C. of Los An- the traffic Hie bridge Is now support- geles.
Sullivan will meet rlynti;
ing.
Looking nt the bridge towers again In the same place for twenty
they appear much too slender, and rounds at cntchwelghts on the night
no doubt Kochllng would have made of Feb. 2 2.
Matty Italdwin. who Is hot on
them twice the dimensions If he had
supposed the bridge had to support Tiiinmv Murphy's trail. has been
so great n weight as Is placed on signed with "Kid" Goodman, a l!os- them now. Probably In six of every tou lightweight, for fifteen roll mis. at
twenty-fou- r
hours daily if the bridge a boxing show to take place the
fell not less than a thousand people
;in.hrma,:nhi
would perish. The weight has now
been
Increased. "The last straw
goodVl.dea
Phila-delphl-

EVENING

"

CITIZEN.

n.
y.

r.lOONSHINE

IN

NEW YORK IS
ABUNDANT
Large Quantities of Milk Are
Bestowed on the Sick
and Indigent.
ALDERMAN

CHARGED

WITH

PAYING MONEY FOR VOTES

Hazen. New Jersey, is Most Pro
lific Baby Bornlng Town In
the United States.
Xf

York. Jim. 28. The Kcue.ral
prevails thnt "moonshine"
liquor diHlillliiK i conflneil largely
to the mountain districts of Tennessee in id Kfiiturky, but the officials
of the Unite' Slates Internal revenue In New York have proved this
to be a fallacy, for right In our
midst I'licit stills Hie, and have been,
working in full swing. Several stills
ha vi? ren seized and now the revenue officers are looking for the distillers of sugar mash whiskey, the
"vodka" of the Russian und Austrian
Hebrews, a most popular drink on
the east side. A recent seizure of a
still in ftrooklyn disclosed a remarkable state of facts. A fifty gallon
still was found In full working order with Its entire equipment. Including authorities Jar worms, and
large supplies of the splrlt-- j
The
aware
authorities ft re well
that
working
there are hundreds of stills
in the city and suburbs but though
they are using every endeavor possible to locate them their efforts
appear to be unsuccessful. The recent raids were the result of information given by a man who had a
grudge against the "moonshf ners"
and so well prepared for attack were
they that two revolvers and belts of
cartridges are among the trophies of
the raid. The spirit is colored with
burnt sugar and sold to saloon keepers on the IJnwery who retail It as
Kentucky rye.
lmpr-t'i-

n

Another Kisli Turn.
fish story. This one
is supposed to be true for it is veri-tie- d
by the editor of a staid and
ancient New York paper. Condensed
the tale is as follows: Miss Van
Older while fishing at Mink Pond,
Pike county, had very good luck until noon. Warm weather had melted the Ice near the center of the
pond where Miss Glider was fishing
and before she realized her position
she was standing on a sheet of Ice
entirely separate from the rest. Just
then she got a bite nnd holding on
to the line was towed by the fish
i distance of half a mile to the bank
where she waded ashore only anitle
deep In water. The story however,
has a sad winding up for it states
that Miss Gilder was safely landed
and so was the fish.
Yet another

Milk 1'or tlie Destitute
society that Is doing an Immensity of good in this city is the
New York Diet Kitchen association,
and from its annual report which
has just been handed to me, I find
ome very Interesting figures. For
instance," during the past ten months
-- 16.S40
quarts of pure milk have
leen given to the destitute poor, and
that of this number 90,640 quarts
were tuberculosis patients. In addition to the milk for consumptive patients. 84,671 eggs provided by the
board of health were also dispensed
from seven kitchens. William K.
toVanderbllt has donated $2,500
wards the opening of another kitchen
and from Inquiries which I have
made. 1 find that Mrs. Vanderbllt
personally conducts much of the relief work. A noble work truly.
A

Too ClieM Alderman.
Citizens who respect and admire
our city fathers have been shocked
and mortified at the arrest of one
of them on the very serious charge
if acting as a
fur the
delivery of cash for some votes in
the contest over the election of recorder In succession to Mr. Justice
5off.
The district attorney alleges
that Clifford, the alderman under arrest, proposed to do business at the
rate of I&00 apiece, and the shock
to the man in the street is all the
more acute, owing to the Insignificance of the figure for It was always
believed that no amount less than
1 1,600 could ever grease an alder-mai$- c
palm. The precipitancy of
the detectives engaged in the case
have made It difficult for Mr. Jerome
to prove that any other almermen
bad anything to do with the mutter
and at the same time may make it
bard fur more of the aldermen to
demonstrate their complete lnnocency
of any connection with the deal.
Whatever the outcome of the present
scandal,
it
is extremely probable
that the charter will be amended so
as to take the appointment to vacancies on the bench out of the hands
if the members of the board of aldermen and place It elsewhere.
A

Show of Immoral Picture.
movement is on foot to proceed
against the many one-ceand five-cevaudeville and moving picture
shows that have been recently start
ed along Broadway. The greatest ob
Jection to these places Is that most
of them are open on Sunday, and
are attractive to young people and
as some of the moving pictures have
suggestive titles, the dislike may be
understood. The crusade is being
many prominent lay
oonducted
men and there wilt be no lack of
energy and vigor In carrying It for
ward. There can be no duubt but
some of the pictures shown are of a
highly immoral character, and if the
anti-vic- e
society, instead of raiding
the art students league rooms turn
ed Its attention to these objection
able shows It would have the full as- histance of the public.
A

'

Danger of Itrooklyu llridge.
Again the question of the stability
of iirooklyn bridge is being discussed
Jt would be well to mention that
Mr. Roosevelt, uncle of President
Koosevelt, more than twenty years
ago resigned from the directorate of
the Brooklyn bridge, owing to the
hour of directors voting to add 10,- -

!' '7 ThinaU'The

for the,
ioiks hi stage i ne jtyan-Kell- y
fight nnd then If Gaiis hankers
for the title still he could fight the
w inner.
Jim Jeffries and Hill Squires, the
heavyweight champion.
Australian
are as Tar from being matcned as
they were n. week ago. Jeff nt first
demanded a $50,000 purse, and when
by the Rhyollte
he was Informed
promoters that $.10,oim was the limit,
said he would fight 1f his end of the
purse was fixed tit $2t.000. This
would leave $5,000 for the Austrian
and the promoters would not stand
for It.
The benefits for Terry McGovern In
Philadelphia and New York netted
$S.O0O.
It is now stated that McGovern will never recover his sanity.
The match between Rob Fltzslm-mon- s
and Tommy Rurns, which has
for
been hanging In the balance
some time, hns been consumated as
signed
to blx six
the men have
sporting
rounds In the Philadelphia
16.
club on March
a conL.
signed
Sullivan has
John
tract to fight his ancient enemy.
The
rounds.
Jack Kllratn three
bout will be an exhibition one only.

breaks the cnmel's back."

No Haiv Sitli-klThere.
The little Hamlet of Hnzen. Ill

New-Jerse-

MistEi.L.M:ors.

A War of Drums.
The Salvation armies have again
met In conflict over a profitable
street "pilch" on Third avenue and
presented anything but an edifying
spectacle.
The only weapons
off
warfare, however, used on this occasion were the drums and musical
Instruments
and for a considerable
time the rivals tried to out toot each
other to the greatest ainUsement of
thousands of spectators. Intervention by the police prevented any
more serious discord than this, and
peace was restored
caswithout
ualties, except the loss of a small
and Inconsequential
lock of hair
from the head of a bystander, which
departed In the clasp of one of the
women officers to whom he had
made a remark Intended to be Jocular. There now appears very little
chance that the rival armies will be
reconciled or that a truce will be
agreed on.
WILLIAM PARKINSON.

Sporting
ucix;.

lilakely, who in his day was
cross country
successful
Jockey, has twenty-tw- o
year-old- s
In
his cure at Sheephead Ray, the proy-ert- y
of "Sam" Kmory and an associate.
J. W. i. Hlssell. a Pittsburg millionaire. Is getting Into the racing
game and is buying a string of
thoroughbreds which he will race at
Hot Springs.
It is rumored at New Orleans that
Frank O'Neill Intends to become a
Jockey again. The BcaVcity of real
ly good riders, any of whom can
earn at least J 20,000 a year, Is said
to be the reason for O'Neill's change
of plans.
John H. Madigun. the bookmaker
and part owner of the Fort Erie
truck, has a string of horses winter
ing at East Aurora. They are being trained for the spring races by
Doc Gordon.
Descendents of Captain John Smith
were must in evidence at the Ascot
park meeting. There were Smith
trainers. Smith owners, and Smith
Jockeys, but the latter are In the
majority, there being four Kmltlia
accepting mounts, W. Smith being
the latest.
More than fifty nominations have
been received for the $25,000 Coney
Island Jocky dub stake. Atiioiig
them are some of the best horses
In the country.
Harry Penny, who was well known
all over the racing circuit of the
west, has died at his home at Zanes- vllle, O. Last summer he was ruled
off the turf for life following a race
at the Louisville meeting and has
since been In bad health. He was a
most capable horseman.
Jockey Lucien Lyne will ride in
England this year for Sir TaWlon
a very

S kes.

Trainers In California ure now fac
ing a serious state of affairs in the
Interference of the society for the

prevention of cruelty to children with
Jockeys and apprentices under
the
age of sixteen.
A state
law has
been brought Into force and Its outcome Is awaited with Interest.
PUGILISM.
"Darkey" Haley, the English featherweight, has been matched to meet
Al Delmont, one of the best youngsters In New England. The fighters
will go twelve rounds on January
2fi. before the Valley Falls A. C. at
122 pounds.
Another featherweight
champion
from England Is anxious fur a mutch
with Abe Attell. for the championship of the- world.
The pugilist Is
Spike Robson, who wants to take on
Attell for half a dozen
or more
rounds or In a finish fight. Although
Robson is only u feutherweight
he
announces that he will meet Murphy,
Corbett, Herman, Nelson or ltrilt ill
a six round contest und will allow
them to go Into the ring at
or he will take any of them
In a longer right provided the financial Inducements ure suffirent. Rob-su- n
made good In Philadelphia last
summer by beating Murphy In one
tlx rout d bout, though he was beat
en the second time they met.
Mike (Twin) Sullivan has been
commissioned by a Denver club tu
secure a good 120 or 125 pound boxer In the last to meet Freddie Weeks
in Deuver.
Tom Prendergast,
the Saginaw
-

catch-weight-

George Ilackenschmldt, the "llus-sla- n
Lion," who holds the title of
champion wrestler of the world, will
visit the I'nited States next month
and engage in a match with either
Frank Gotch or Fred Reell. two of
America's best grapplers, in Chicago.
The match will be for $10,000 aud
will take place In the Cuslnn rait).
This will be the first appearance of
In
the world's champion
America
since he easily defeated Tom Jenkins
at Madison Square Garden, three
years ago.
Yale Athletic club contemplates
the erection of a $50,000 swimming
tank.
A. G. Vaudelbllt's exhibits at the
international horse show at olympla.
London, will number twenty-six- .
He
Inwill also show sixteen vehicles
cluding the famous coach venture,
and twenty grooms and hostlers.
Col, the American champion and
record holder for putting the sixteen pound shot, will meet Dennis
Horgan, and Sheridan In that event
at Madison Square Garden on Feb.
2.
Col will represent the P.ostnn
Athletic association.
The most remarkable feature
of these
sports will he the large
array of weight taxers. They Include Flanagan,
Sheridan, Rurke,
Gillies and McCarthy.
W. W. Reed, the famous English
cricketer. Is dead. He was fifty-tw- o
years old nnd all his life time played for surrey.
Next to Dr. W. G.
Grace he wns the best exponent of
cricket In England.
A company hns been formed to
start an enormous Ice skating rink
In Brooklyn.
It will be the biggest
in the world.
What appeared to be the principal
attraction at the national automobile
show was A. G. Vannerbilt's exhibit
of six racing motors.
The New York Yacht club has now
a membership of 2,447. Its fleet
comprises BIT vessels which represent a total tonnage of 76.064. Commodore Cornelius Vanderbllt
has
again been selected president.
Ralph Rrandreth, son of the late
General Ralph Rrandreth, has started on an extensive trip around the
world in the Auxllllnry Yawl Taor-mlnThe Taormlna has quite a
reputation for long voyages, while
In the possession of an officer In the
Austrian navy she twice sailed round
the world besides making a 9,000
mile trip. She Is 84 feet long, with
7 feet water line, 15 feet 10 Inches
beam. 9 feet 9 Inches deep aud 10
feet draught. She was built in England In 1871.
Robert W. Forbes (Yale '07) will
be the head coach
for the West
Point foot ball team next fall.
A movement JH on foot to secure
favorable turf legislation
in
the
t
state of Illinois and it is
that the Chicago tracks,
which were closed several years ago,
will be reopened In summer.
The noted
who
control over a dozen race-tracin
the west and south nre building a
new track in Havana, Cuba.
Irish-Americ-
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VISION OF MEAT AND DAIRY PRODUCTS

Innopan

enjoys the popular distinction
of being the most prolific baby-tow- n
In the I'nited States. The bady bringing bird has called there eighteen
times within a year and nt each call
has dropped a human benediction.
When It Is considered that there nre
only twenty-tw- o
families and 180
persons, all told, in the hamlet, the
showing of eighteen new babies In
twelve months Is prodigiously big fur
it means that a child has been born
for every ten Inhabitants, or that
eighteen of the twenty-fou- r
families
have been visited by the stork last
winter. The only trouole with the
anti-rac- e
suicide situation in Hnzen
Is that so many of the new babies
have been named after President
Koosevelt, In some way or other,
that when they grow up the postmaster Is going to be awfully bothered sorting out their mall. The president has been notified tnat Hazen Is
In America
the greatest baby-tow- n
and the farmers and laborers who
make up the little hamlet would
like him to reward them by endowing a new "teachershlp" in the pretty village school. If he does the new
instructor will teach his namesakes
mostly.

A.

A

s,

a.

Bware of Ointment for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury.
as mercury will surely destroy the sense
of smell and completely derange the
whole system when entering It through
the mucous surfaces.
Such articles
should never be used except on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as
the damage they will do is ten fold to
the good you can possibly derive from
them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
oy v, j, cnenney & Co., contains no
mercury, and Is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. In buying Hall's
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the gen
uine, it is lanen internally ana made
In Toledo, Ohio by Y. J. Cheney tc Co.
irDiiiuiniinia imr.
Hold by druKKlsts. Price. 75c. rwr bat.
tie
Take Hall's Family Pills for constlos- Uon.

FEE'8

HOT CHOCOLATE,
DRUO STORE.
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To The Evening Citizen.
be Incorrect, the disease has been
As a result of all the scientific "gain aud again transferred from,
work we are looking at tuberculosis man. to animals, and bacilli of the

more and more from the point of
of general pathology, In other
w ords, we are taking a broader view
or these questions, and the little bar- tiers which were raised to form n
dividing line between human
ami
bovine tuberculosis are melting awny.
We see one tuberculosis, one tubercle
bacillus with Infinite variations, according to Its habitat, whether that
habitat Is an artificial culture, medium or an animal organism, und not
withstanding these variations a' bacillus which is always essentially the
same, and one which may at any
time, If given suitable conditions retrace Its steps and recover the properties which It possessed before the
varieties occurred. Now a word as
to the practical lessons which
we
should obtain from these scientific
Investigations a great and successful
effort Is being made to reduce the
suffering and mortality which results
from human tuberculosis. Rooms occupied by consumptives nre disinfected, the sputum Is destroyed, expectoration In public places and on the
sidewalks Is prohibited, sanitariums
are being established where those afflicted with the disease may be prop-per'- y
without endangering
treated
other members of the community,
and so one by one the channels of
Infection between man and man are
being brought under control or abolished. The good effects of this work
are already seen in the reduction of
the mortality from tuberculosis
in
places where It has been going on,
but why should we Ignore the channels of Infection between animals and
man? There Is a tremendous amount
of tuberculosis In cattle particularly
In milch cows and In pigs, and the
frequency of the disease In these animals Is Increasing from year to year.
Why should we continue milk and
meat to be sold, and to use it ourselves. If it is produced by herds
where a large per cent of the animals, especially cows, have tuberculosis? Why should we continue to
allow tuberculous
animals
to be
slaughtered practically without supervision, and their meat sold for human
consumption without restriction?
There nre two answers to these
questions. The first Is that the work
is progressing along the lines
of
least resistance; und the second Is
that the medical profession has never
appreciated, and does not now appreciate, the Importance of animal
tuberculosis as a factor In the production of human tuberculosis. This
fact is as plain as the noonday sun
to any one who has watched the development of medical sentiment as
I have fur a third of a century. When
the experiments of Villemln demonstrated the Infectiousness of tuberculosis and veterinarians called the attention to the danger of infection
from animal sources some twenty-fiv- e
years ago, we were told that tuberculoids was plainly an hereditary
disease, and that If It was infectious
from man to man, or from animal to
man there would be plenty of clinical
evidence to thnt effect, but time ran
on, the bacillus tuberculosis was discovered nnd the profession reversed
its theory that tuberculosis was exclusively the result of hereditary Influence.
It was soon seen that the
problem of controlling this disease,
which before had been helpless, was
now comparatively plain, at least so
far as principles of administration
were concerned, and there were many
who wondered why it had taken so
long to discover clinical evidence
demonstrating the infectiousness of
the disease between man nnd man,
when such cases had been occurrylng
everywhere in abundance from time
immemorial. There has been almost
to the present moment Just us strong
a prejudice against the theory of Infection from animal sources us there
was formerly against the theory of
infection from human source. Clinical evidence Indicating
infection
from animals has been ignored, explained away, or summarily rejected,
Just as similar evidence as to infection from man to man was disposed
of before the discovery of the tubercle bacillus, and us the evidence of
infection from animals multiplied and
could be no longer entirely ignored,
the attempt was made to neutralize
it, or hold it In check by the erection
of barriers.
The promulgation of the Idea that
human tuberculosis was not transmissible to cattle and that human
and bovine bacilli were distinct types
with well
defined characteristics
started this movement which culmln- lated In London In 1901 with Koch's
memorable address before the Rrttlsh
Congress on Tuberculosis.
In that
address he took the radical position
of advocating the difference between
human and bovine tuberculosis and
the Improbability of transmission of
the disease from animals to man.
Since that time it has already been
shown the conclusions from his experiments have been demonstrated to
view

bum

Every mother feel

bovine type have been frequently
found In the lesions of the human
subject.
What nre we going to do
m"re r nnnii we try to find some
other reasons for neglecting our plain
duty In this matter, or shall we try
to control this source of Infection ns
well as other sources?
The frequent
Infection of the human subject with
animal tuberculosis appears to be
established by the scientific Investigations to which reference lias been
made. It Is notable thnt most of the
cases having bacilli of the bovine type
have occurred In children, each of
these cases forms a new center of
tuberculosis Infection, nnd It is to be
remarked that these bacilli of the
bovine type are pathologically very
active; they are more virulent
for
most animals and more virulent for
man than are the bacilli of the hu
man type. Therefore It appears that
these new centers of tuberculosis may
be the means of keeping up the activity and virulence of the disease
In man.
It Is a striking fact that
human bacilli are generally
much
more saprophytic In their characters
and far less virulent than those from
most other mammalian sources and It
seems that the human organism has
the power of attenuating these bacilli and gradually making them less
and less harmful, but this Influence
for good must be continually counteracted by the Infusion of extremely
pathogenic
germs
from
animal
sources.
It Is not my purpose to discourage
In the least any of the efforts being
made or contemplated for limiting
the danger of Infection from the tuberculous human patient but I insist
thnt it is our plain duty to guard
against Infection from tuberculosis
animals furnishing milk, and meat for
our food, and especially would I
urge more rigid investigation nnd inspection of those animals and their
meats and milk.
J. N. WARNER, V. S..
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
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ARTESIA

ACREAGE SOWN
MOKE THAN LAST
YEAH.

In order to form an approximate
estimate of the number of sacks It
will be necessary to purchase In order
to handle their portion of the export
trade, the Joyce-Pru- it
people have
collected data In regard to the amount
of oats sown in the territory depending on each town in which they are
doing business, says the Artesla Advocate.
With reference to Artesla and tin
country lying between Dayton and
Lake Arthur, which will normully
market Its crop here, they found a
total of 1,800 acres of full oats already planted.
In addition to this
landowners are preparing to plant at
least 750 acres more, making a total
of 2,250 acres.
The average production of oats per
acre here last year was forty-s'- x
bushels.
Some small fields yielded as high
us seventy bushels per acre, but the
average for this portion of the vulley
Is given above.
Assuming that the average production will be the same this year, the
oat crop within the territory named
will amount to 117.300 bushets.
People here say that conditions are
much more favorable here this year
than last, as far as oat prospects are
concerned, owing to the unusual
amount of moisture that' has fallen.
As a result of this Investigation, the
Joyce-Pru- lt
company ordered a whole
cur loud of grain bags for Artesla for
the coming year for the oat crop
alone. This is twice us many ns It
was deemed necessary to order last
year to handle both corn and oat
crop.
This is all indicative of the activity
shown here this year. People do not
make their living on oats alone, but
when planted in the fall or In the
early spring they can be harvested In
time for another crop.
F. J. Short. Is breaking 200 ncres,
which he will plant In oats as soon
as broken, and then when that crop
Is harvested wil
ft all In alfalfa.
Many others will follow their oat
crop with one of alfalfa or will plant
orchards when the crop Is removed.
TRACKY
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ANTUl V. RKLIC
Jas. H. Tracey, the irrepressible
Jim, has purchased of Albert Llnd-aue- r,
a copper kettle of ancient con
struction and design, being hammered
out of native copper ore, skillfully
riveted together, strongly constructed
and very durable, says the Demlng
Graphic, it is of large dimensions,
being 18 Inches In height on the Inside, and with an average diameter of
27 Inches, weight 125 pounds and capacity about to gallons.
It Is likely of Spanish mission origin, probably sometime during
the
sixteenth century, and was no doubt
used to make pulque, mescal, tlzwin
or some such beverage containing
medicinal qualities and Jim will use
U for the same purpose.
Mr. Tracey
is in communication with the Smithsonian Institute, which wishes to purchase it for scientific purposes, as an
aid In archeological researches, but
has decided to keep it as the need
for copper distilled goods in his line
of business has long been felt In this
com munlty.
The relic was found in a remote
mountain recess in this country, and
has been viewed by hundreds during
the past week.

Mrs. L. Whlieacre. Ruffalo,

N. Y.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt D eale
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
IF YOU ARE IN SUSPENSE
an to the best purchnsing place for
flniuhed building lumber dispel your

anxiety of mind by marching right
straight to this office. Our yard Is
stacked and stocked full ot the
choicest output of the highest grade
lumber mills and you'll not turn away
on nccount of our pricing.
RIO

ITRCHASKS

great dread of the pain
and danger attendant upon
the most critical period
of her life. Becoming
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which reli ve women of the great
pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are ro longer desr ndent or
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other disfessing con tions are
overcome, the system is mado ready for the coming event, and the
serious accidents so common to the critical
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
Frie.id. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
says many who have used it. $1.00 per
Dottle at drug stores.
Isook containing
"Dr. Thomas' Klectrlo Oil Is the
valuable information of interest to all women, will
best remedy for that often fatal disbe sent to any sddrets free upon application to
ease croup. Has been used with
BHADFICIO RLOULA TOR CO.. Atlanta, Q
success in our family for eight years."
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Moat Exclusive Stock ot Stspl. Qroeartea
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AYHNTJE.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rei Flinikots Rooting
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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THE FINDING OF INDIAN BONES

The Room You Sleep In
should be restful to the eye as
well as to the body to prevent
thnt tired feeling: when you get
up. One of our ttrass Ikil
Is
und lriiieeis lres-cr- i
a
thing of beauty nml a Joy for
ever, and a Legpett & I'lntt
spring with nn Ostcrmoor
g
comMattrrm Is a
fort.

Vftliir.lfpc: J

RECALLS FAMOUS MASSACRE

... AND ...

Harness
at Reduced

life-lon-

Price.

J. D. EMMONS

the most Important betterment lately
being the most obvious.
". Finally, shareholders, as wcl1
as workers, will benefit, the latter
through their more Intelligent an!
less
wasteful efforts, the formm
through the aggregated and harmonized efficiencies and resultant economies of till operations."

BETTERMENT OF
THE SANTA FE
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mines at the foot of the Santa Hita
mountains in New Mexico. The
was
an Enilishmnn
named ,t 'V.::"'iii.
An
Apache never tortured the
"hlle captives in those da vs. but
limited that treatment to lndi.ms taken In war. Their keenest enjoyment
came in stampeding a train or pack
mules. In resisting, one of two
muleteers had been killed.
To end this. Johnson
summoned
the chief men of the tribes, their
relatives and friends, to a grand
fiesta, at which a treaty was to be
arranged.
It was advertised far and
wide by runners, and the Apaches
gathered to the number
of 1,000.
Among the tribes represented were
the Mesealleros, Coyoteros. Sierra
Mongollones,
Blaneas,
Chirleahuas
and Tontos.
Johnson invited all to the feast
begin, and
oefore the treaty-makin- g
tile chiefs, squaws and Indian children huddled about long rows of
barbecued meats. At the upper end
of the line stood Johnson. hesi'.Ie a
pile of brush, over which blankets
had been spread.
"F.at as much as you can hold."
through art Interpresaid Johnson
ter. "We are all brothers."
Concealed under the brush and
alblankets was a cannon loaded
most to the muzzle with copper bullets.
Johnson smiled at the scene.
He stood leaning
on
the brush,
leisurely puplng 1 cigar.

T

l

I

j

i

When the Indians were all busily
engaged In eating, he flecked the
ashes from his cigar, a Mexican np-- I
plied the match, und with u thun- dermis roar the cannon hurled its
hundreds of bullets down the lines
of unsuspecting Indians. While the
living were dazed by the shock the
soldiers and employes of the mines
fell upon them with sword.
lam e
and musket. Apaches say that less
300
than
escaped. The record says
In a general way. that betweeit 300
4IHI
were,
and
killed.
That Is the stnry Apaches
tell
their children's children. In the tell- Ing dim eyes Hash. They speak of
he gathering of t lie remnants of the
Mesealleros, Coyoteros, SiertM Ulan-- t
cas. ami how, for
of '
a century the product of the Santa
Rita mines was lost to the world.
They tell of now th while men at
the mines had to fight their way
for 300 miles and only a pltirul few
ever reached Mexico.
For nearly Kill years the Apache
harried the border, and prosperous
towns and villages flourishing fields,
ranches and orchards were turned
Into a desolate waste. The Apaches
murdered and tortured whenever opportunity offered. One day the L'OO
Apaches, whose bones nave just been
found, were trapped In the cave on
Fish Creek and unmercifully slaughtered.
Then, for a time, the frontier was
quiet.
I

down to strike water
to the surface.
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three-quarte-

Prices

0OtK00000C.

Hjrse Clothing, Lap Robes,
Whips, Axis Oils
find nil kinds of saddlery supplies.

Tou ought to see what a fine
bugsy we can give you for 155.00.

Few Words

A

This gentleman has a
w ords to tell you. He
say's when you buy Horse
Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous SA.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them
few

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store

long-of-we- ar

No.

Meat Market

Dr. King's
New Discovery

All Kind

of Fraah and Salt Maata,
Steam Saueage Factory.
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
MaaonJo Building. North Third Stra?.

WITH

Prlei
60o&$1.00

ONSUMPTION
OUGHSantJ

W. E.

Fret. Trial.

PIL
I

FLOW

it

A. SLEYSTER

IB

..

L
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Second

THIRD STREET

CURE the LUNGS

AND

212 North

Albuquerque, N. M.

KILL THE COUCH

will come

j

j j j

COktlOCE.

OLDS

TO EXPLOIT

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF

NUE

Surest and ttuickest Cure for all
Since the prospects of sinking artesTHROAT and LUNO TROUBian wells has been agitated the peoLES, or MONEY BACK.
ple In and around Demlng have been
acquiring land In large lots and
Dr. William' Indian Pile
homesteaders have come in from the
ointnientwill cure Blind,
HleiHline ana
Ilvulns
: Pecos valley to take up claims and
La lies. 1 1 absorb, the tumors.
get in on the ground floor in case
illuys the flculnir at once, acts
the undertaking is successful. Over
us a rxmlilrp. ffvcs liiMtsnt rt- lief. Dr. V illlums'Jnillnnl'ileOlnt-liimi- t
$10 an acre has been realized on
i nreimrni far Plli ami lirh.
some tracts that have changed hands U Ini? of tho prlvulo
pur Id. Kvery box is
v. nrrnniiMi.
iiy nruirirKrs, ny nmtl on
I In a very short time since the well
of priciv Ml cent, and l.0O. WILLIAMS
plant has been started.
velan.l. Ohi
A town site has vieen laid out six MAHIIFsCTURINfi TO . IToim..
FOR SALE BY S. VANN ft SON.
miles south of Demlng, where an
Illinois colony Is settled, and the site
has Just been surveyed.
No name
Of Artesian Water at Demlng. has
7.
yet been applied to the site, but
within
the
next
few
days
cognomen
a
N. M.. the City of
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- Ewill be given the new town and arNOTARY PUBLIC.
rangements
will
be
made to have the Room
Windmills.
I, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
place Incorporated.
Automatic Telephone. 174.
XOTK'K FOIl IMUH.ICATION.
The Artesian well plant at Demlng
will be started next Monday and the Department of the Interior, Land Office ut Santa Fe. New Mexico.
large $4300 well drill will be put into
December 26. 190.
operation.
Kverythlng Is ready to
Notice Is hereby given that Pablo
commence sinking the shaft into the Oallegos
of Belen. N. M., has filed
ground and when the work is once
of his Intention to make final
started nothing will be allowed to In- notice
five year proof in support
of hi
terfere with the process of drilling.
viz: Homestead
Kntry No.
The sum of $8,000 was raised by claim,
made October 21, 1901, for the
the citizens of Demlng to buy and 6621.
Section 2, Township
4 N,
operate the drilling plant and an NWm,
Itnnge S W, and that said proof will
equal amount was subscribed by E. be
made before Jesus I, una. Probate
K. Burdlck, one of the wealthiest men
Clerk,
Los Dunas, N. M., on FebruIn that part of the country.
Over ary 7, at1W07.
$$,000 has been expended in installlie names the following witnesses
ing the plant which consists of the
well drill, a tower 92 feet high and to prove his continuous residence up-- i
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
two carloads of pipe.
Kuperto Jaramblo, of Belen, N. M.;
The people of Demlng are led to
believe that artesian water can be ob- Simon Serna, of lxs Chavez, N. M.:
tained in that vicinity by what has Pablo Ballejos, of Los Lunas. N. M;
already been done. One well sunk to Jesus Jarainillo y Gallego, of Belen. COMING IN OUT
OF THE CDLn
the depth of 250 feet not long ago has N. M.
we appreciate
MANUEL R. OTERO.
a perfectly
water flowing to within two inches of
heated
house,
Register.
It
but
is not Avurt hmiiA H
the surface und another well about
la
properly
warmed. If youra la lack
the same depth has water rising In it
close to the top. It Is stated that
MEN AND WOMEN. ing in any way, or If you are undeWhat
cided
la tha nmt ovitam In u.
these wells have not been properly
V
Bi
lfJCtfX I
foronn.loral
tall in a new housa and
la I teAfeytkA I dirhrgM,oflaniiuatioat,
sunk for artesian water, but the
Wnr.
irntktionc or ulMrttlou
matloa that is trustworthy mj
present undertaking, it is thought,
:
.
HivmuriaM,
j
ble,
ua
let
know of your trouble.
will produce good results.
We are aneclallsts fnr tint V7
The drilling plant Installed is able
my Draffglata.
mm
kfliwiuil,ix
' tin
j
air
and steam heating.
to go down 3,000 feet if necessary,
11.1,
rWtMlMfllil
rpid, fur
Ir 00.iiiM,
but It Is thought that 7u0 or fcOO
or a bottli J.7.
feet will be a sufficient distance to go
Circular suit en rviawt. Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
i

MONEYIS RAISED

Avonum
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Albuquerque Carriage Company

WE FILL

Phoenix. Jan. 6. Two hundred
various parIndian skeletons--tha- t
m
Ki.nii. ties of historians have searched for
A
troublesome conscience has re in vain for years have Just been
suited in the Santa Ke getting $1.(10 discovered in a wild, forsaken region
buck pay, which was earned several on Fish Creek, near here.
years ago.
Scattered over an ara of a quarJust where this conscience Is located at present Is un- ter of an acre, all that Is left of the
l.'mlwr this liitiillnK tinAiiierli'tm known, but the money is In the hand:; Apaches lies Just as they fell when
KiiKinorr and Ritllrutul Journul de- of the Santa Fe agent. V. W. Itur-nct- t, the famous command had ended on
a brlgh morning In the summer of
of Arkansas t'ity, Kan.
votes twenty-wve- n
piiges of Its
ST2.
Thursday Agent Htirnrtt recelv.-number to describe the work
There are men In Arlnona who
that has been carried on during the the following letter, which contuim
are tonight recalling the massacre,
past two or three years by whut has the Jl.fin in currency.
one of the most terrible in Indian
"Santa Fe Agent, Arkansas Oily.
come to be known as the betterment
Dear Sir: I once rode from Arkansas history. The Indians had been atdepartment.
In explanation, the editor HlateK. City to Terry. Okla.. without paying tacking immigrant trains and kill"The fact that so much space Is de- my fare. I have since become con- I ing men, women and children. Finally the pioneers found the Indian
voted to one article In onelssue is verted and enclose $1.60, which
I camp in the cave on Fish CreeK.
justified by its Importance and the think covers the Indebtedness.
trust you as an honorable man to Not a fcingle redskin escaped.
fact that it touches Intimately on turn
this amount over to the Santa
But the origin of the feud that
practically every Interest in the meFe railroad."
existed many years previous to the
chanical department.
The
is unsigned
and not trapping and killing of the 200
"It Is true that other roads have dated. letter
expunged
It came In a plain envelope Apaches has long been
realized the need of betterment work, j upon which the postmark could not from general history.
Us
details
and In some instances have made con- -' be read. The money will be eent t are said to he hm itd deep In the of-siderable progress, but nowhere do Topeku with the letter and the gen- tidal refiorts
the Spanish
we find such radical treatment or( eral passenger agent will
The
transmits It.
make proper puny.
such striking results as on the Santa disposition of it. W. W. Burnett
notes father to son. by word of mouth,
Fe."
that
writer of the letter is some- and It is graven so deep on the
We ouote below a summary of the what the
suspicious of Ms fellow men memory that the scour of blood canarticle, but those who wish to know and thinks that had
not efface It.
he left the clau-more about this very Interesting topic concerning
In 177.-- . nearly 100 years previhonor of the agent
will do well to secure a copy of the out of the the
ous
to the time the Arizona coma
letter,
more
Christian
publication referred to, or the Rail-roa- d spirit would have been shown.
mand was forced to deal out wholeGazette for November :H. 1H!,
sale deatli to the Apaches to prowhich also contains a full description: positions open ox 'i t t sox
tect life and property a Span'-I- i
"Betterment work means the highDIVISION of s. 1. company was working the copper
est elliclency at the right lime and
Ten vacancies In passenger conducplace at the lowest cost. , Economy tors and
twenty-on- e
vacancies In
Is never the aim sought for. hut re- brakiinen on the Tucson
of of the union depot at 101 Paso, having
sults indirectly and In fullest meas- the Southern Pacific were division
formerly liecn with the Santa. Fe tit
ure from the same methods which constructive!!. y open on the announced
middle cf Demlng.
W. W. Peyton, formerly
secure etliclency.
this month and will not be filled be- accountant In the depot ticket oflice,
"Hetterment work affects lieneilclal-l- y fore January 30, when application-Is now with the Southwestern In the
everyone connected with railroad
will be closed.
auditor's office. m m m
work, from the wage earner to the forSixtheof positions
the vacancies In conductors
shareholder.
Tucson-Yunia
on
the
district,
M. ("Shorty") Fredericks has reexpects are
"Usually the shareholder
n
three are on the Rl
dissigned his position as day yardmaster
and demands certain results, which trict, and one
on the Ixrdsburg in the Ias Vegas yard and Is now k
through a
series of dilutions fin- branch.
brnkemen vacancies are
brakeman in Conductor
ally affect, and often unfavorably, th ; distributedThe
as follows:
Twelve on J. H. Swallow's crew, being succeeded
worker; hence reductions of force, re- the Tucson-Yimi- a
district, six on the by Harry Hannan.
duction of pay and resulting enmity Tucson-E- l
Paso district, two on the
and strikes. The newer methods be- Iiordsburg-Tucsorun and one on
Mrs. A. I!. Simons ami daughter,
gin at the bottom, with the elemendistrict.
Hazel, wife of A. 11. Simons,
tary operations, benefiting each mai.
Fe agent at lJemliiR-- . are visiting
and, as these are perfected, efficiency
The San Bernardino Sun mivn: friends In that city. Mr. Simons will
grows from Item to part, from part to About
February 1. A. H. Todd, who j join his wife in Denting In a few
Whole, from whole to operation, and, tor me past
years has been mas- days.
economy, beginning In fractions of a ter machinic iour
of the Santa Fe's Los
cent saved on a minute's time, swells Angeles division,
headquarters
Buck Childs, the colored man who
through all the number of ull the em- in San Bernardino, with
will be transferred has been assistant chef ut the
ii
ployes, benefiting each employe as it to the same position
on the Valley
hotel in Ijis Vegas, has recovers his work, until in the end it lines, covering the shops at Makers-Helsigned the position and may come o
swells Into a mighty sum, aggregating
Fresno, Stockton, Richmond and Albuquerque, probably on a transmillions of dollars.
San Francisco, with headquarters at
"The direct results of shop better- the latter city, tin the same date, I. fer.
ment and individual effect are:
C. Hicks, now master mechanic at
The
The Topcka Journal says:
For tin- - Employe.
will succeed Mr. Todd condition of F.nglnccr Unstick, of Al"Tf shorten the hours of labor:
as master mechanic at San Bernarbuquerque, who Is confined in the
"To enable each man to determine dino. At Albuquerque Mr. Hicks will local hospital, is reported as being
his own earning capacity;
be succeeded by E. II. Harlow, now Improved.
"To increase earnings;
of ltielliuollil.
"To do away with overtime;
Conductor I,. Ii. Barraclougli of the
"To make him
brought an engine in
The lieniing Graphic says: N. K. Helen rut-of- f
"To add In his value as he (.'rows Builey. of Naco, Ariz., a former resi- for repairs last night, and returned
older:
dent of Ieming, has been chosen to Helen this morning.
"To add t his comfort and snfetv speaker of the, legislative assembly at
A Winfleld,
Kan., brakeman
In the shop:
ha'
Phoenix. Mr. Bailey was at one time
wilii tin with the Southern Pacific company at fallen heir to a legacy of $10,000, and
"To harnioiii.i lelfitior
employer.
this place as ticket agent under C. B. has quit railroading long enough to
l or the Kmplo.icr.
Bosworth. Mr. Bailey has a host of invest it.
"To decrease the cost of proline- old friends here w ho w ill be pleased
F. 1 Cahlll. a railroad man on the
tion;
to note the success that Mr. Bailey is
Bio Puerco end of the Beleu cut-of- f,
"To lessen the delays on each job; meeting with.
was in Albuquerque last night.
m
m
w
"To lessen careless wastes ami
The Topcka Journal says:
breakages',
X. M.
Wise Counsel Iroin tfio Eonth.
storekeeper
of ths!
"To Increase the output for the O.Hice,
,,.. I..--general
. .
"I want to give some valuable adI
t .. 4 11.......
j
in in
same Investment of capital;
ijue on oiuciai
to those who suffer with lame
"To secure a higher class of em- business and Is at the same time re- vice
newing his acquaintances among the back and kidney trouble." says J. K.
ployes;
niankenshlp, of Beck, Tenn. "I have
"To harmonize relations with em- people of Albuquerque, where he one,, proved
to an absolute certainty that
lived.
ployes.
Klectrlc Bitters will positively cure
Effect of Heltoriiicnt on the WorkThe first
Karl Uisdon, a brakemau In Con- this distressing condition.
men. Olliclals anil Owners.
ductor Criswell's crew, had a finger bottle gave me great relief and after
"1. To the competent and reliaa few more bottles. I was comble workman it brings the square mashed at Watrous, while at work taking
pletely cured; so completely that It
deal, recognition of his Individual rolling a barrel out of a box car.
becomes a pleasure to recommend
pay,
ability and skill. increased
I.. M. Moffet has accepted the nosi- - this great remedy." Sold under guargreater security of position.
tlon of accountant in the ticket officii antee by all druggists. Trice 60c.
no longer
"2. Of the foreman,
slave-drive- r,
It makes a planner, an
inspector, an administrator, thus developing him und titling him for a
higher position and responsibilities,
and the better he plans the higher his
,
pay, not as n favor for which he must
be forever be subserviently
grateful,
but as a natural jlght, due. mt to his
s
personality, but to his performance.
"3. To tin' superintendent of shops
or master mechanic it gives a body of
loyal and itlicient employes who are
constantly helping. Instead of hindering, and he is thus freed from time
g
and
detail. It gives
him the facts in which to judge,
HKLKX IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALDfyfEltgUK,
without personal bias or feeling, of
N. M , AT THi: JUNCTION OK THE MAIN LINE OF
the elliclency of every man. foreman,
T1IK SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING EAST AND
machine or operation.
H
"4. To the higher otliciul it will
WEST FiiOM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
show In ii single figure the elliclency
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGEof a shop in any given month, or at a
LES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
glance show the efficiencies of any diSTATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
vision as to all its important opera1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE L TS. 25x140
tions.
It determines the relative
economy of one engine type as
FEET, LAID OUT WITH I1ROAD 80 AND
agHinst another.
It Is safe to sav
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 21 FEET WIDE. WITH
that with properly collated records In
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND I'UHLIO PARK A. D GRAND
graphical form, each based on long
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTintervals, the high otlicial can In one
ING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
hour !L month ascertain hetter what X
f
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
eoimr on than he eonlil formcrlv in !
ESTALLISHMENTS; THE
days of surmise and uncertainty.
BELEN
MERCANTILE
"5. By means of the records
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
boards of directors can intelligently
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESand,
approve of recommendations,
TAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPwhen a choice is forced, act mi what
PING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE,
H essentially of greatest importance,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IX THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
m
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The Furniture Man
Cor. Coal & 2d. VP. End Viaduct.
Auto Phone 474. Cclo. Phon, Rd J 77

MAUGEK

VJOOL
Hanrer.

with Raaoe

Office, 115 North

i

Flrat SI

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

ron a

'

M.

on adi

Dealera In Groceries, Prorljloni.

urain ana

JJT10L

Fln

Line of imported Wines, Llqor
nd Cigars. Place your order tav
thin line with ua.
NORTH THIRD

ITUIt

ZlS-tll--

BECKER HOTEL
New Management, November

I,

1906

Opposite the 9anta rm Depot
ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKN, M. Mf.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRB INSURANCE. REAL MTATO.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 4S1.
i
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldlm.

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAMBROOK BHOM.

LIVERY

AND

BOARDING

rpm.

STABLf

8ADDLE H0R8E8 8PECIALTV.
The "Sadie" for mountain jwrtiea aad
at apec-s- i rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No, 112 John Sw

A. E. WALKER,
rimm

INBUHANCK.

Secretarr Mntnal Rnllilin.
Office at 117 West

tlon.

arena.

-

at&Orasa

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY,

SALE, FEED AND TftAJO
STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought aaa Wm
cnanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN Tns
Second Street, between Railroad aid
Copper Arena.
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GOME

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

.

i

;
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:
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K0K
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A Railway Center
ALL
FAST MMITFI)
KXI'JtKSS. MAIL AND
KF.IGHT TUAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVKlt THE MAIN LIVE THROUGH TO HF.I.EV, FAST
AND WEST, ORTH AMI SOITH.
1

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
,0KN BECKER, Pres

WM. M. BERBER,

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER. OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS, TITLE PERFECT; WARRA-

Im-

deeds.
cash.
Nty

one-thir-

d

iurchase

money
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APPLY AT OWE FOR MAI'S AND Pl;i'E.s IK
YOU WISH To SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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with mortgage security for one year,
with s per cent interest thereon.

Sec'y
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city, doing some shopping and buy-I- n
IT furniture,
The ladles will remain
until tomorrow, returning to wlnslow
on the No. 1 passenger In the even- -

LOCAL AND

SATtltDW, JANLAIIV

Believe Us

John D. Hughes, who has been at
We can save you money
tending the Collcgo of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts at Mesllla Park,
has returned to the city and has ac
cepted a Job with A. W. Hnyden, the
In the purchase of a Piano
contractor and carpenter.
At the IUirns banquet lunt night
someone through mistake
took an
overcoat belonging to J. II. Hem- don, of the State National bank, and We Carry the Largest Stock
left his own In Its place. Mr. Hern-do- n
of New Pianos Ever Shown
would like to trade back.
coming.
Mtorm'n
llln
I. Hicks, who has been master me in This Territory.
on they wny;
chanic of the Santa Fe shops at AlbuLet It blow Itself
querque for several years, departs for SECONDHAND Pianos
awny;
at
San Bernardino, next week, where
.Shut the kor mid
your
prices
almost.
own
he will succeed A. H. Todd as master
kiss your wife:
mechanic for the Ios Angeles division
Storm be llBHRell ?
SEE US betore you buy
of the Santa Fe. Mr. Hicks will ho
Von bet your life!
succeeded here by K. II. Harlow, who
comes from Ittchmond, Cal.
TRAIN ARRIVALS.
Black Cat Stockings for men, wo
.x
p. ni.
No. s
men and children. The kind that
&
No. 45:25 a. 111.
wears longer, fits better and looks
No. 1 8:20 p. m.
any
on
nicer
the
other brand
than
29 W. field Aveeoe
EUblltae 9M
a. m.
No. 7
market. Trices range from 16 to 50c
a
4
pair.
May's
SI
store,
C.
West
Ooorse f. varney came In Inst Railroad avenue. shoe
niaht from Alamo, N. M.
Genuine American Mock,
per
n. W. Hayden arrived lust night
SI NDAV lUWKIt.
ton
$8.50
from his homo at Wlnslow, Ariz.
Cerrlllos Lump
$8.50
Julius Ktnab, attorney, who was at Sunlit To I testa ii rant, Corner of I'lrst Anthracite Nnt
,
$8.50
Street utul Sliver Avenue. SaSanta Fe. has returned to the city.
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
voy Hotel ltlock.
Kxtra music at skating rink
Anthracite, stove .ami .furnace
Hear Mr. Reynolds sing "The
MENU
slzei
$0.50
IJandelnro."
Clean Gas Coke
$0.00
WOOD.
Mm. T. A. lluyden ts at Santa Fe,
Soup
Green Mill Wood, per load .... $3.23
fhlck.n I'.roth with Giblets
the (ruest of her parents, Mr. and
Mis. II. S. DuVal.
W.
&
Relishes
John F. Fullerton, a well known
citizen of Socorro, Ik In Albuquerque Tomatoes. Young Onions, Radishes
Both Phones.
fiery and Olives.
on a brief visit.

That we are

In our shoes ycu get the highest quality for
the least money.
They look good in the beginning and at the
end show that they are as good as they looked.
Every pair is a practical walking advertise-

ment, demonstrating to the wearers during
process that it is to their inthe wearing-oterest to use our shoes.
ut

2.25 to $4.00
1.75 to 3.50
1.75 to 5.00
1.65 to 3.50
I.IO to 2.00
I.OO to 2 50

Men's Light Shoes
Men's Work Shoes
Women's High Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Women's Slippers
Shoes for Boys and Girls
--

--

TODAY

C. N. BRIGHAM
Successor to

F. F. Trotter

4?

SUGAR

CONFECTIONERY
Gro. w. hickox

T. Y. MAYNAKD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCU FRONT

SECOND ST.

SOUTH

CO.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
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ALBUQUEROUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
THE

EVERITT

Palace

Diamond

Diamonds, Watoiea, Jewelry, Cat Glass. Clock. Silverware
yow trad and guaraaUa A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE
We

tntll

Learnard

t-

II. II. Hall In here from Cleveland
Salads.
He represent! the Great West- - itatavia
White Asparagus Tips, with
ern oil company of his homo town.
Vinegar, Nett Sauce.
Hon. James S. Duncan came In last
night from Santa Fe and will remain
Kntree.
during the day with his daughter, Creamed Mushrooms and lieef Ton
Mrs. Lowe.
gue and Spinach.
Mr. Reynolds will King "The Bande-laro,- "
by request, at the skating rink
Roasts
tonight.
Kxtra music by Kills' or Spring Chicken, with
Dressing with Brown Sauce.
chestra.
(French) Peas
Herbert If. I Loll, representative Mashed Potatoes
Stewed In Cream.
from the Las Cruces district, stopped
Beans, with
off here yesterday on his way to hi Golden Wax (String)
Rutter Sauce.
home for a Sunduy visit.
Philip Hamlin, assistant to the
Desert
president of the Colorado Telephone Peach Tuploca Pudding.
Apple, Mince
company, came In last night from his
or Pumpkin Pie.
headquarters at Denver.
Percy Hawley went to Bernalillo
Tea, Coffee, Milk or Ice Tea.
last night, to return Sunday with his
tcen
The
above from 11:30 a. m. to 2
family,
who have
wife and
vis
p. m., for 25 cents.
iting friends there this week.
First class service, courteous treat
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver O. Brooks, re
siding at No. 912 South High street, ment. Patronage solicited.
Sunta I'e Restaurant.
are revelling In the smiles of a baby
girl. Mother and child doing nicely.
FOR SOMETHING A LITTLE
Representatives
Ituppe
B.
and OUT OF THE ORDINARY, TRY THE
Francisco Lueero y Montoya came COLUMBUS
HOTEL TOMORROW.
home last night from Santa Fe, and YOU WILL MAKE NO MISTAKE.
will remain In this city over Sunday
51 , WILL RE THE NEW TELE
Hon. S. E. Aldrlch, of Gallup, one
of the members of the house of repre PHONE NVMREll OF THE CHAM
sentatives, arrived here last night. PION GROCERY COMPANY, COR
Ho will leave today for the Carbon NER OF SEVENTH AND TIJERAS
TELEPHONE ORDERS
RECEIVE
city.
ATTENTION.
THE
CAREFUL
Deputy United
Marshal CHAMPION
States
GROCERY CO., SEV
Frank Cooper has returned from Los ENTH AND TI.IERAS.
Angeles, where he has been for the
past week or ten days on otllclal busi
YOURS
FOR THE
TAKIN- Gness.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
E. L. Modler. assistant
United EPHANT.
States attorney, who has been at the
DON'T FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
territorial capital during the past
week on official business, returned to CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
DINNER
YOUR
SUNDAY
FOR
night.
this city lust
BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY
Representative Robert Martin
x
the Fourteenth district, Socorro and CENTS.
Sierra counties, came down from
The Ladles' Auxiliary of the B. of
He will spend L. E., will give their eleventh an
Santa Fo last night.
Sunday In Albuquerque.
nun I ball at Colombo hall, February
Representative Amos Green is here 22. Music furnished by Ellis' arches
capital
during the Sunday tra. Tickets, 11.00.
from the
legislative recess.
He will
return
Monday.
Mr. Green represents So
MACHINE CUT ALFALFA, THE
corro county in the house.
GREEN
FOOD FOR
PHOI'F.rt
SOUTH
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, United FOWLS. E. W. FEE, G'J-00- 4
States attorney, passed through thlu FHtST STREET.
city on his return from Santa Fe last
We do It rlgat. ROUGH DRY. Im
night.
Mr. Llewellyn was accom
perlal Laundry Co.
panted by Ills daughter.
S. 11. Harris, of Blnghampton,
grade
Pupils In first primary
X
V., manufacturer of a new electrical should enter next Monday, as a class
piano. Is here demonstrating the In will be organized then in connecstrument at the Learnard & Llnde tion with Miss rhllbrlck's Kinder
garten, Commercial club building.
matin music house, on Gold avenue.
Rev. Samuel Blair, D. D., superin
RAKED CHICKEN AND OYSTER
tendent of the English mission, will DRESSING
AT THE
COLUMBUS
preach at the First Methodist church
tomorrow morning. Mr. J. O. Gould HOTEL TOMORROW. SCORES OF
will sing "Rock of Ages," by Remlck PEOPLE MAKE IT THE RULE OF
THEIR LIVES TO TAKE THEIR
C. J. Sandoval, sheriff of Sandoval SUNDAY DINNER THERE.
county, who will be in attendance at
the wedding of his brother on Janu
LESS DIRT, MORE HEAT $8.00
ary 81st, left yesterday for Clayton PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE
Union county, at which place the W. H. HAHN A CO.
marriage will occur.
Our ROUGH DRY work don s have
A meeting of the Valles Land com
pany was held this morning, and the to be washed over. Imperial Laun
following officers were elected:
F. J dry Co.
Otero, president; J. Parker Whitney
BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
vice president; M. S. Otero, Jr., secre CITY
AT ZEIGER'S CAFE RES
tary and treasurer.
TAURANT. FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
Representative H. Is. Holt passe ONLY FIFTY CENTS.
through last night, en route, to his
TONIGHT! TONIGHTI
home in Las Cruces. where he wll TONIGHT1
spend Sunday, returning to Santa F:
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
Monday to be present w hen the legis ELEPHANT.
lature reconvenes.
THF UAMIll.M COMPANY.
Mrs. D. U. Thurston and Mrs. G. R
pop
n
and
Bauerback, two
Makes a specialty of cleaning,
ular ladles of Wlnslow. ure in the pressing and repairing garments (or
both ladies and gentlemen, and every
garment Is thoroughly Hterllizetl in It
IK. C. II. CONXOU
OSTEOPATH.
cli'anHlng.
Prices are satisfactory;
building
Armljo
goods called for and prompt delivery
Rooms S and 4, N. T.
made. Monthly club rates un
Ohio.

20 Per Gent . Discount

tH
V.

J

Clearance Sale
A DOLLAR MADE IS A DOLLAR SAVED

Monarch and Wilson's Celebrated Shirts, broken lines only
Cluette Fine Shirts, broken lines only your choice - STUDY OUR WINDOWS

j

J

blacks reserved) at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT.

MEN'S SHIRTS

REDUCING

BU5TER. m&ROVJN.

Lindemann,

-

80c

SI. 25

6
00

0

O
O

0

O

00
00

Iron Pipe,

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

50c

:

Pumps, Valves, FittingsSteam and Water

T

"Vf.'UfeZtflrtrSS'

"

Albuquerque. Ne

Mexico

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home In
Every time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies ha been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more IU Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can if
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell lta policies.

Uf
Mil

E CANNOT

Address Home Office,

R. R, Ave.

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladles Frei

In Rear of Store

Mah Orders Solicited

AT THK
Admission

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

TIN SHOP

T

AtsoeUtloa Ottlot
TraatMotleas
GaaranttiQ

COLOMBO HALL

STREET

NORTH

Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Rar Trnn. StrrL Wacrnn
Wood Stock. Blacksmith Sunolies.
-- O

BOUGHT. SOLO

SOCIAL DANCE

Railroad Avenue Clothier.

HARDWARE

EXCHANGED

4 EVERY SATURDAY N IGHT

Clothing Stock

Wholesale and Retail

number is SI.

118 W.

In Our

Pv7& (UJ mm
& FIRST

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

CHAMPION GROCERY CO.

ROSENFIEID'S,

Thm

Wagon Covers,

-.

R.R.

'ii

Soim Good Things

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

.-

AND

We Still Have

Stoves and Steel Range

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
P. Allen, Ilox 203, Albuquerque.

TICKETS

OUR WINTER. .STOCK 6 FAST REDUCING BECAUSE THE PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY
KNOW THAT WHEN WE .SAY WE HAMMER
PRICES, WE DO HAMMER PRICES DOWN.

Between Railroad and Ccppmr Ave.

ONE Y

Our new telephone

CO.

115-11- 7

The Ann of Lommori & Matteuccl
corner Seventh and TIJeras, will hereafter be known as

In order to clear our counters of all heavy weights, we offer our
DO NOT DELAY.

The blows we

OUR. STOCK..

NO SHORTAGE OF OAS COKE,
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONO
MICAL, EXCELLENT FOR.
OPEN
GRATES, $6. PER TON. V. II.
IIAIIN & CO.

$1.00.

al

-

COAL

10 lbs. Nice

Semi-Annnu-

goods

1

A special
Suits made to order.
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 490. No. 209 West
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

20 Per Gent. Discoun-

OF OUR SEASON 'S

Do It Today

well-know-

RAILROAD

IS LEFT"

ARE STRIKING ARC

ft

H. HAHN

Largest Line of Candy in the City !

hammering

pRICETJ DoWrJ ON VMAT

MO VJ

(SHOES OF QUALlTy

1WT.

RE SOLVED

ng.

PERSONAL

2,

3C

o
o
Q

